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Holding this sixth ‘Invest in Bahrain  Forum’ at this time, against a backdrop of declining world 
economies, turmoil in international financial markets, and political upheaval in the Middle 
East, is a clear signal of the optimism of the Bahrain Government of the future prospects of 
the Kingdom and its attractiveness to foreign investors..

Bahrain has unfortunately been subjected over these past months to some one-sided negative 
reporting by elements which have attempted to damage the international reputation of the 
country. However, the robust new business starts and industrial development, since the 
beginning of the year are a clear testament to international investors continued confidence 
both in the Bahrain economy, and in Bahrain as a base for conducting regional business. 

The wise leadership in Bahrain has long recognized the importance of a balanced economy 
to include industry, manufacturing and services, and has for decades concentrated efforts on 
creating an enabling commercial and manufacturing environment and infrastructure, which 
today supports a wide range of manufacturing operations together contributing 17% of Gross 
Domestic Product, an increase of some 50% over the past 5 years.

Over the coming years we expect to see continuing growth which will outpace that of the 
developed economies; we expect more than $20 billion investments in Bahrain’s energy 
industry alone over the next two decades, and the completion of the Bahrain Qatar Causeway, 
will give a significant boost to regional integration, and at the same time solidify Bahrain’s 
position as the logical base for foreign direct investment in the region.

The Ministry of Industry and Commerce’s industrial policy is firmly anchored in the belief 
that manufacturing is important to promote economic growth and development, and a core 
element in that policy is making more industrial land available for future projects to support 
the growing demand, and to support manufacturing towards higher levels of innovation and 
productivity.

Industrialists by their nature are adept at identifying opportunities that exist to enhance their 
production and profitability. However, the Ministry of Industry and Commerce has again this 
year attempted to help this process by organizing this forum, which showcases a ‘market 
gap’ study commissioned by Labour Fund (Tamkeen), and which highlights six sectors, which 
have particularly attractive characteristics for investors.

My thanks go to the Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCCI); the Economic 
Development Board (EDB); Labour Fund (Tamkeen); the Islamic Development Bank, the 
Federation of Gulf Cooperation Council Chambers (FGCC), and the Union of Arab Banks, for 
partnering with us this time in the organization of this forum.
I would also like to welcome all of our visitors to this event, and trust that you will be as 
excited by the opportunities that exist in Bahrain, as we are in presenting them.
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Located in the heart of the Arabian Gulf, the Kingdom of Bahrain is a compelling and enduring 
destination for investors seeking to access the Middle East market.  

For more than a decade, Bahrain has undergone reform that focused on establishing a 
sustainable and diverse economy that draws on our natural strengths and meets the needs 
of the regional and international economy.

Our economy is built on firm foundations – it has a maturity and attributes that make it stand 
apart in the region. Within the last hundred years we have moved from an economy based 
on fishing, pearling and horticulture to being the first in the region to discover and produce 
crude oil production, and then to downstream oil and gas products such as refined petroleum 
and chemicals. We added an aluminium industry and then a finance industry along the way. 

Today, Bahrain is recognised internationally as the most diversified economy in the Gulf, 
with high value-added sectors such as financial services, the largest sector by GDP, and 
manufacturing significant economic contributors in a region known primarily for its oil and 
gas.  

We also boast the most liberal business environment in the GCC, and among the top ten in 
the world, according to the Heritage Foundation & Wall Street Journal Index of Economic 
Freedom. In most sectors, foreign businesses can own 100% of businesses, with no need for 
local partners.  Our regulatory structure is reliable and trusted; helping rather than hindering 
business, both in terms of entering the market and operating once in country.

This economic strength is underpinned by a highly skilled domestic workforce; ensuring that 
any company entering the market can draw on a pool of capable workers. 

Furthermore, our infrastructure, in terms of both access and logistics, is first class and we 
offer very low costs and competitive taxation to all international companies seeking to invest 
or base operations in Bahrain. The government has also committed significant investment 
over the coming years to further developing our physical infrastructure; a new port has 
recently opened and key airport and road projects are underway.

Ultimately, we offer the ideal gateway to the trillion dollar Gulf market, which is set to 
double by 2020, according to the Economist Intelligence Unit.  There are many exciting new 
opportunities and company registrations carry on rising.  We grew throughout the global 
economic downturn and international companies continue to establish operations in the 
Kingdom as they recognise the enduring, long-term attractions that Bahrain and the wider 
region offers.

Our strategy has always been focused on creating a business environment that enables the 
private sector to thrive and can achieve sustainable growth.   We like to work closely with 
investors, ensuring that they have the assistance they need when assessing the investment 
opportunities, and the freedom they need to operate successfully once they arrive.

I hope to see many of you soon in Bahrain.  We at the Economic Development Board remain 
available at all times to assist you whenever required.
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Bahrain’s Manufacturing Sector 
An Overview
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Bahrain’s Manufacturing Sector :
An Overview
A key component of Bahrain’s economic vision is its economic growth through industrial 
development. Despite the slowing of manufacturing worldwide, the kingdom maintains a 
steady course in drawing in significant industrial capital.

A total of 140 industrial projects - with an estimated value of BD 747 million - have been 
approved since the beginning of 2010 by the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. 

The contribution of manufacturing to GDP has increased from 12% in 2002 to 16.4% in 2010, 
growing at a CAGR of over 20%. The manufacturing GDP was approximately BD 836.37 million in 
2010. Small and medium enterprises contribute significantly to the manufactaring and service 
sector activities. Bahrain is the only country in the GCC to have a well-developed aluminum 
value-chain.17% of the secondary sector is accounted for by aluminum manufacturing 
industries.

Over the last few years manufacturing output has increased by 40%, and the manufacturing 
industry is now markedly bigger than the oil extraction industry. Refined petroleum and 
aluminum are the biggest elements in manufacturing output, but more diversity has become 
apparent in recent years, as businesses leverage the potential of the expanding regional 
market for food and beverages, electrical machinery and fabricated metal products.

The government is expanding industrial land and creating special investment clusters, such as 
Bahrain Investment Wharf (BIW) and Bahrain International Investment Park (BIIP), to attract 
manufacturing companies into Bahrain. BIW is trying to attract light to medium manufacturing 
companies, whereas BIIP is trying to attract both heavy manufacturing companies and small 
and medium enterprises.

The Bahrain Logistics Zone (BLZ) [Rank:9] and Bahrain International Investment Park (BIIP) 
[Rank:24] have been ranked among the world’s top 25 ‘Free Zones of the Future’ from 700 
worldwide by The Financial Times in 2010. Salman Industrial City has already had BD 1.3 
billion inflow of investments, a figure projected to reach BD 2.8 billion after various projects 
are completed.

Bahrain industrial zones continue to attract export-oriented light and medium industries: 
plastics, paper, steel, wool and wire-mesh producers; marine service industries; aluminum 
extrusion, assembly, and asphalt plants; cable manufacturing; prefabricated building; and 
furniture. 

The transport infrastructure is also being modernized to support the manufacturing industry 
with the construction of the new port, the Cargo Oasis at Bahrain International Airport, and 
the Qatar-Bahrain Causeway.
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The Bahrain International Investment Park is an excellent initiative to attract inward 
investment and augment Bahrain’s footprint in value added manufacturing.

The BIIP is designed to 
attact export oriented 
companies in 
manufacturing and 
internationally traded 
services, with high value 
projects that will 
contribute to creating 
quality local employment

Objective

restrictions.

exemptions on import duties for raw 
material/ equipment.

capital.

Key Success factors

The BIIP's focus is to draw 
good quality, export 
oriented companies which 
have high potential for 

through international 
companies

Focus

The BIIP's strategy is based on :

Bahrain in developing standards and best practices for it's own manufacturing sector .

expected to ceate a new cadre of Bahraini managers well versed in international best practices, thus 
increasing sector sophistication.

 Promoting manufacturing industries that already exist, particularly in the areas of exports infrastucture, 
management and marketing development, vocational training and building overseas networks. 

2/3rd of space has already been allocated

Screening
 process

Current status

future potential, management quality, element of value added, export potential and 
abiliy to address import substitution.

building and aims to attract companies in IT, pharma/ medical devices, food, claims 
processing, engineering, etc. 

Operations

Type of 
business
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The Bahrain Investment Wharf (BIW) is another of the Kingdom’s initiatives aimed at 
attracting light manufacturingng industries. 

Objective Key Success factors Focus

Current status

Operations

Type of
 businesses -
 sector wise

Both the BIIP and BIW are excellent initiatives to augment Bahrain’s presence in value added 
and light manufacturing through the inward investment route.
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Additionally, there is opportunity to attract foreign investment and foster technical collaboration 
to strengthen Bahrain’s manufacturing footprint, with intended sector focus around segments 
that offer high value regional export capture opportunity. Based on strategic consideration, 
the Kingdom could also look at attracting investment and fostering technical collaboration 
to strengthen its local manufacturing base, particularly around segments that offer strong 
regional export potential.

Bahrain International 
Investment Park  (BIIP)      

 Bahrain Investment Wharf 
(BIW) 

Bolster Bahrain’s Manufacturing Footprint 

Inward investment route

CURRENT SCENARIO ADDITIONAL POTENTIAL SCENARIO
(BASED ON STRATEGIC CONSIDERATION)
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These developments are in line with GCC industrial initiatives. The developments in Bahrain 
are likely to feed the industrial developments in neighboring GCC countries. Further, a 
specialized zone called Bahrain Logistics Zone (BLZ) is designed to offer local, regional and 
international companies, a base to operate via various means of transportation.
The following section comprises brief snapshots of various sectors that make up Bahrain’s 
Manufacturing landscape (excluding Oil & Petrochemicals). These snapshots present a brief 
overview of each sector, encompassing market dynamics, landscape and footprint. Further, 
each sector presents key market gaps prevalent implicitly / explicitly within the sector. These 
gaps provide the starting point for investment consideration.

General Disclaimer:

Market Gaps identified are primarily of 2 types:

Gaps in terms of sectors / sub-sectors that remain currently underpenetrated or 1. 
underserviced vis-à-vis market potential

Gaps in terms of sectors / sub-sectors which are virtually absent from the Bahraini 2. 
landscape and with respect to the sectoral value chain;  however could potentially 
exist, based on assessment of market feasibility and demand assessment

Any investment consideration within any of the highlighted sectors / segments within 
this report should be on the back of:

Comprehensive project feasibility analysis encompassing consideration of capital 1. 
outlay, cash flows, investment horizon, and expected returns

Consideration of key success factors and potential bottlenecks attributed to set up 2. 
and operations
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Snapshots of Opportunities in the 
Manufacturing Sector
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Aluminum Products Manufacturing:
Snapshot of Potential Market Gaps

 Industry Overview

Globally, the aluminum manufacturing value chain comprises of large primary smelters, 
secondary smelter (recycling), diversified semi-finished / midstream aluminum players in 
extrusion, rolling, casting and wires along with a significant number of finished products 
manufacturers (for end products like household utensils, architectural and building profiles, 
cabinets, etc). 

The industry is highly energy-intensive in its smelting and mid-stream stages. With rising 
input costs and environmental impact, smelting facilities are migrating from the west to the 
east. Aluminum production which was once confined to Western countries is now shifting 
to the developing world, and especially to countries in the GCC that either have the raw 
materials or the energy resources to produce aluminum.

The share of GCC in total primary aluminum production of the world has steadily increased 
during the last three decades from 0.9% in 1975 to 5.4% in 2009. However, majority of the GCC 
have limited their activities to certain midstream applications and continued exporting raw 
aluminum. In recent times, GCC players have initiated the formation of Aluminum clusters 
in their respective countries in order to attract foreign players and diversify their aluminum 
value chain.
 
Bahrain was one of the first Gulf countries to set-up and develop a network of value-added 
aluminum industries. Being the leader in the regional Aluminum industry, Bahrain houses 
the most developed midstream and downstream segment in the region.

Historically, the industry was catering to extensive building and construction requirements of 
the GCC. However, present economic conditions and renewed focus of neighboring countries 
to develop complementary industries like automotive are likely to see improved focus towards 
manufacturing of aluminum based automotive components.
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 Landscape in Bahrain  

The aluminum manufacturing industry is one of the largest manufacturing industries in 
Bahrain. The sector has a predominant presence across the entire value chain; comprising 
of Primary, Secondary production and Downstream operations. 

Manufacture of Aluminum products contributes 5% of overall GDP (more than 30% of the •	
manufacturing output, second only to petrochemicals) and 44% of the export earnings of 
Bahrain.

Primary aluminum production amounts to 872 thousand metric tons (2008) and witnessed •	
a CAGR of 24% between 2004 and 2008.

Proximity to large and developing economies like Saudi Arabia and Qatar strengthens •	
Bahrain’s role as a key exporter of aluminum products 

While upstream aluminum manufacturing activities (smelting, followed by midstream 
production of aluminum) remain dominated by larger players, downstream aluminum 
processing industry (mainly finished products which receive feed from various players within 
the midstream industry) is managed by the Kingdom’s SMEs.

Bahrain Industry Footprint - The Kingdom currently utilizes 60% of its smelting output for 
further value addition through a strong midstream industry. 

Bahrain’s Footprint within the Aluminum Value Chain

Aluminum 
Smelter

ALBA (Aluminum Bahrain): Liquid aluminum, primary ingot, cast slab and 
billet

Secondary 
/ Recycling 
Aluminum 

Plant

BAMCO: wheel alloy and master alloy ingot based on liquid aluminum

Aluserve Middle East: Aluminum & alloy ingot from dross and scrap

Bahrain Recycling: Aluminum  ingot, sows from dross and scrap

Saar Group: Aluminum & alloy ingot from dross and scrap, sand casting

Scrap Mould: Aluminum & alloy ingot from  scrap, sand casting of chair 
bases

Crown Industries: Aluminum ingot, presently exports scrap

BAMCO: wheel alloy and master alloy ingot based on liquid aluminum
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Hot & Cold 
Rolling Mill 
and foil mill

GARMCO: 0.25 -3 mm thick, 12 – 220 micron thick,  cold rolled coil, sheet 
& circles; feed stock for foils and fin manufacture

Coating 
facilities 
(painting 
/ powder 
coating / 
anodizing

BALEXCO: Powder coating and anodized extrusion

Al Zamil Coating on Aluminum & Steel: Batch Coating

East Aluminum: Aluminum powder coating

Casting Unit

Aluwheel: Blank wheel casting

Midal Cables: Wire for electrical purposes

Bahrain Welding Wire Products: Aluminum EC Rod

Foundry

Bahrain Industries: Small quantity of dry casting products

National Foundry: Sand casting

Tech Cast: Small quantity of die cast products like souvenir items

Extrusion 
Plant BALEXCO: Extruded products from billet

Aluminum 
Powder

Bahrain Atomizer International Company: Powder (5 – 25 micron), Pellet 
(5 – 15 mm)

Aluminum 
Fabrication 

Industry

Over 108 companies using over 5000 TPA of extruded products in addition 
to flat products and accessories. Products include doors, windows, 
chairs, stair cases, ladders, hand rails, profiles, false ceilings, curtains, 
partitions, panels, cabinets and other architectural parts

Engineering 
parts Metal of Bahrain (MEBA): Aluminum / Brass components

Kitchenware 11 companies producing cookware, utensils, kitchen ware and cabinets

Wire Drawing 
Plant

Wireco: 0.16 mm dia welding & metalllizing wire and 0.2 mm dia wire for 
net

Wire Mesh 
Making Plant

Wires International Company: Net made from 0.22 mm drawn wire
Quality Wire  Products: Wire mesh

Rivets 
making Plant Alfa Fastening System: Rivets drawn from aluminum wire

Plants based 
on aluminum 

foil 

Deeko Bahrain: Aluminum container and trays
Zeera United Factories: Aluminum foil – cling film

Source: D&B Market Gap Study
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Simultaneously, GCC countries like UAE (Dubal and Emal), Oman (Sohar), Qatar (Qatalum) 
and KSA are poised for massive new/ up-gradation of existing smelting establishments. 
These countries are still developing their aluminum midstream and downstream capacities 
and lag behind Bahrain in terms of a well established aluminum value chain.

Aluminum Smelting Capacity in GCC Countries

Country      Bahrain         Oman           Qatar                                  UAE             Total  

1990          213,000           __                __                __           174,000       387,000

1995          450,709           __                __                __           247,400       698,109

2000          509,308           __                __                __           470,000       979,308

2005          750,710           __                __                __           722,000     1,472,710

2007e        873,000           __                __                __           861,000     1,734,000

2009e        875,000       350,000        50,000             __           920,000     2,195,000

2011e        880,000       350,000       585,000        300,000     1,560,000    3,675,000

GCC competition is likely to help Bahrain’s midstream companies to secure primary supplies 
as well as provide opportunity to diversify into newer product lines e.g., from manufacturing 
extrusions for construction to extrusions for the automotive sector). With a foothold in Casting, 
Foundry, Forging and Powder Metallurgy; Bahrain is perfectly poised to become a hub for 
manufacturing of high precision Automotive & Engineering Components. The Kingdom has 
a distinct competitive advantage to capitalize on its existing footprint across segments to 
develop itself as a regional hub for auto components manufacturing.

Due to the multi-functional nature of the metal, this industry has scope to grow and export to 
the infrastructure, automotive and domestic requirements of its neighboring countries.
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 Overview of Key Growth Drivers

Increased awareness about 
emission, mandating recycling

Increasing industrialization of GCC 
countries shooting the demand for 

aluminum across infrastructure 
application and construction

Natural population growth 
driving demand for 
household products 

Increasing regional footprint in 
manufacturing of automotive 
and engineering components 

First movers advantage in 
almost every segment in the 
Bahrain Aluminum industry 

Aluminum Manufacturing 
Growth Drivers

The factors depicted are the key drivers enabling growth 
of segments pegged as high growth markets

Source: D&B Market Gap Study

 Summary of Market Gaps in the Industry

NOTE: Market gaps are defined in terms of segments that are potentially underpenetrated in Bahrain and could 
potentially present opportunities for existing players / new entrants based on market feasibility and assessment.

The following chart highlights sub-sectors that are currently under-penetrated or have 
market gaps.

Extrusion
Smelting

Rolling

Coating,
Cladding 1

Wires & Rods

Atomizing

Recycling 2

Downstream
Aluminum

Casting, Fourdry & 
Forging

No apparent gap

Market gaps in terms of 
under penetration

High

Medium

Low

Market Potential (assessed in terms of expected growth rate )

Low                                     Medium                                        High   

Source: D&B Market Gap Study
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Notes: Graph on market gaps; 

Midstream segments have been depicted in the graph•	

Assessment of market potential is on the basis of potential for downstream applications coupled with  •	

assessment of Bahrain’s position (drivers, footprint, regional potential to capitalize on related opportunities)

Potential for coating / cladding restricted to only niche applications.1. 

Recycling based on potential for developing secondary casting output, e.g. auto parts (auto cylinder heads).2. 

Key considerations for investment:

Securing supply of liquid aluminum through contractual agreements with Alba for the •	
supply of liquid aluminum, ingots, casting slabs, and billets

Determining and procuring requisite land and energy with relevant authorities •	
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 Discussion on Market Gaps in the Industry 

Casting:•	  Current gaps in the segment encompass sub-sectors / technologies including 
Gravity Die Casting, High Pressure Die Casting, Die Forging and Powder Metallurgy products 
for Aluminum alloys. These segments / technologies have widespread applications in 
high precision automotive parts and engineering components.

Bahrain has strong potential to become a low cost base for aluminum based high precision 
Auto parts & Engineering Components as well as applications in fabricated aluminum 
auto accessories. This potential is further accentuated on the basis of the following 
developments:

Shift of auto manufacturing from the high cost Western markets to low cost hubs, 1. 
coupled with the expanding footprint of the GCC in auto manufacturing through initiatives 
such as UAE’s Auto City in Ras Al Khaimah and Qatar’s Automotive Gateway.

Derived demand for auto spare parts (replacement market) in the region, particularly 2. 
from KSA.

Ongoing infrastructural and automotive developments in neighboring countries 3. 
including KSA (truck assembly) and Qatar (electric motor assembly), which are likely 
to see improved exports of structural aluminum products.

Further, the production of industrial dies still remains a virgin area for GCC countries. 
The aluminum based dies have widespread industry applications including die casting. 
Currently these dies are largely imported from China and Korea.

Wires and cables:•	  The demand for wires and cables, driven by the infrastructural growth 
in GCC translates into potential for forward integration for Bahrain. Midal Cables currently 
manufactures the feed stock required for manufacturing cables and wires. There exists a 
potential gap and derived opportunity for investment within the wires & cables segment. 
The largest application for wire, rods and cables is electrical and telecommunication 
transmission

Atomizing:•	  The Kingdom has a noticeable footprint in Aluminum Powder manufacturing 
through Bahrain Atomizer International (BAI). With an annual capacity of 7000 tons, BAI 
is jointly owned by Bahrain Development Bank and Eckart Werke.  Solar cells are a key 
application area for Aluminum Powder which is used to produce thick film pastes that 
are applied to silicon plates in the manufacture of solar cells. These pastes are screen 
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printed behind the solar cells and then metalized to create an electrical conductor that 
makes the cell work. With increase in global demand for solar panels and photovoltaic 
cells, the demand for aluminum powder is expected to witness a spur.

Flat rolled products:•	  Within the Flat rolled product value chain, Aluminum Foil presents a 
potential opportunity, based on its widespread application in the domestic food packaging 
industry, with future potential to make inroads into the Saudi market. The GCC food 
packaging industry is estimated at around BD 1.02 billion industry, with Saudi accounting 
for 70% of total market. GARMCO currently supplies ‘mother coils’ for conversion into 
foils to GCC based converters.  Further, lighter foils (below 20 microns) also pose an 
important gap, for potential investment consideration.

Extrusions:•	  Heat treated durable extrusion products pose export opportunities for 
multiple diverse applications in aerospace, automobile, oil & gas and general engineering 
industries.

Other downstream final product market gaps:•	  With all necessary ingredients in place, 
downstream aluminum industry poses a relatively underpenetrated industry presenting 
significant unfilled gaps across various applications. In spite of housing the most developed 
downstream industry in GCC, Bahrain still consumes merely 10-15% of the midstream 
aluminum output. The downstream industry holds great potential for development. 
Diversification from traditional low value add fabrication based manufacturing into 
high value-added industrial, infrastructural, automotive, engineering and consumer 
applications would be the logical road map for expansion of the downstream industry.
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Infrastructure products
Extrusion, casting 
and rolled products

construction 
(Infrastructure)5

Electrical equipment 
(e.g. electrolytic capacitors)

Rolled and extrusion 
product

Electrical components 
manufacturing 7

Sr. N0. Downstream Industry Group Application industry
Raw material 
requirement

Current 
footprint *

Transportation products: 
Bicycles, auto components, 
aircraft equipments etc.

Rolling casting, forging, 
foundry, atomizing and 
extrusion products

Auto and auto components; 
engineering components 1

Packing products
(Aerosol Cans presents an 
opportunity, where there are no 
manufacturers in the region)

Rolled aluminum 
and foil

Food and beverages 
manufacturing, 
transportation, FMCG, 
Pharmaceuticals

2

Extrusion casting 
and rolled product

Construction (Furniture, 
interior decoration)

Construction product3

Household products 
(including furniture, clothes 
hangers etc.)

Rolled and extrusion 
products

FMCG4

Wire and cable manufacturing Wire rods
Electricity distribution 
and telecommunication 6

Source: D&B Market Gap Study

* Bahrain’s current footprint is based on current product portfolio coverage. It does not take in to account the demand assessment at 

either Bahrain or GCC level.
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Food & Beverage Products Manufacturing:
Snapshot of Potential Market Gaps

 Industry Overview

The Food & Beverage processing (F&B) industry comprises manufacturers of food products, 
dairy products, meat products and beverages (milk based as well as soft drinks, juices and 
tea & coffee) meant for consumption. This industry is based on the scientific concept of 
conversion processes such as drying, cooling, freezing, biological & chemical processing and 
preserving of agricultural and animal products and water for presentation in the form of semi 
processed or finished products.

Global market forces are driving the continuous evolution of the F&B industry with 
consolidation, changing consumer preferences and increasing government regulations 
dramatically impacting manufacturing and business strategy. There is emphasis on cost 
effectively producing a greater variety and higher quality of products to meet consumer 
demand.

Traditionally, a vibrant F&B industry develops in areas of rich vegetation and livestock. The 
GCC region with its arid climatic conditions and desert landscapes is inherently limited in its 
agricultural capacity. As a result, the region is completely dependent on imports to meet its 
fresh and processed F&B requirements.

Nonetheless, the GCC is a burgeoning consumer centre with multiple nationalities demanding 
a wide variety of F&B products. The business friendly environment in Bahrain is best positioned 
as a base to serve the Northern Gulf and its GCC neighbors. The Kingdom has witnessed the 
set-up of large multinationals like Kraft who have benefitted from the Kingdom’s business 
infrastructure as well as from its strategic proximity to the Northern Gulf.
The small market of Bahrain necessitates set-up of F&B industries/capacities which can 
cater to a larger export market.

 Landscape in Bahrain

The F&B manufacturing industry is a small but emerging industry in Bahrain. In February 
2009, the Bahrain Ministry of Industry and Commerce released figures indicating that investors 
plan to pump more than BD 1 billion into new industrial projects in Bahrain. There were 296 
applications for projects in various industries, including 34 in food and medicine.
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The F&B manufacturing contributed 9% to the gross value added by the manufacturing sector, 
and approximately 1% to the GDP in 2009. The industry is heavily dependent on imports for its 
input requirements. Date production leads all crop production at approximately 13,000 tons a 
year, followed by tomatoes at 4554 tons a year. Cucumbers, gherkins, pumpkins, squash and 
gourds production has been the major contributors to vegetable production. Local production 
is limited to enable / facilitate a robust fruit & vegetable processing industry. 

On the other hand, Bahrain has a footprint in animal farming across both poultry and livestock 
which have the potential of spurring a vibrant downstream processing industry. The Kingdom 
is investing in its position as a key destination for livestock. Export trade has been further 
boosted with the signing of an agreement with Australia. The MoU is likely to further improve 
animal welfare and includes guidelines for offloading of Australian livestock arriving in the 
Middle East.

Product Player Profile 
Level of

local play

Dairy Products

Carbonated 

drinks 

Awal Dairy is the only local player involved in the processing of dairy products. Most of Awal’s 
Products are not fresh products (such as UHT Milk); Awal mainly competes in long shelf life 
products. Awal also has a strong share in ice cream.

Foreign players such as Coca cola, Pepsi cola, dominate this market. Local players such as 
Zamzam cola offer limited competition.

Bahrain Water & Bottling Company provides 2 local brands – Tylos and Salsabil. Coca cola also 
has its water Production operation in Bahrain (Arwa). Main players in the 5 gallon segment are 
Aquacol and Al Manal.

Demand is mainly met by international brands. There is some level of local play – Al Rabia 
(Saudi) produces herbal teas. 

Not much local play in the juice segment. Awal Dairy produces juices in the tetrapak segment. 
Juices are ma inly imported from Saudi and UAE. 

Delmon ported sells whole fresh chicken but has not ventured into further downstream 
products (such as chicken nuggets, chicken pieces, etc.).

Bahrain Livestock Company is the main local players, supplying carcasses / whole meat – 
cattle, lamb and goat – to the Bahraini market. Animal stock is mainly imported. 

There are several players such as Delmon Fish, National Fisher, etc. involved in fish 
processing. Such Processed items are mainly exported.

Bahrain flour mills is in operation and produces 420 tons of flour / day which is supplied to 
Bahraini market.

Bahrain Fresh fruits & vegetable mainly imports, but has its own ripening plant for bananas. 
There are several smaller companies / wholes who import fruit & vegetables to sell in the 
Bahraini market.

There is limited local play in the packaged food segment. Demand is met through international 
brand and some regional brands such as UAE’s Al Kabeer in the frozen foods market or Oman 
chips in the packaged foods segment. 

Absence of any local / GCC manufactures for health food products. 

Bottled Water

Poultry 

Production 

Meat 

production 

Fish 

Production

Flour 

production 

Fruits & 

Vegetables

Packaged 

Products 

Health Foods

Juices

Tea 

Limited local play*             Moderate – High local play*  *Limited level of local play in a segment cannot be interpreted as a market gap or under penetration.  

Surce: D&B Market Gap Study
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Bahrain Industry Footprint – There are more than 100 factories manufacturing different 
kinds of F&B products in Bahrain; however, this number includes businesses making 
chocolates & sweets, bakeries, pickles, etc. Bahrain’s F&B landscape is made up of 80% 
trading / distribution based activity and 20% manufacturing as highlighted above. Further, 
there is primary play of foreign/multinational brands across product categories and limited 
play of local players. The country primarily imports F&B products from UAE, Saudi Arabia 
and Europe.

Saudi Arabia is the largest market for manufactured foods in the GCC valued at more than BD 
13 bn with presence of 668 F&B manufacturing industrial units. Some of the important F&B 
segments in Saudi Arabia are edible oil, sugar and dairy.

Growing population, personal incomes and education have increased the preference for 
processed foods among Saudi nationals. Saudi Arabian companies such as Almarai and Saudi 
Dairy and Foodstuffs Company (SADAFCO) are major players in the dairy products segment, 
with their respective Almarai and Saudia brands widely available throughout Bahrain. Owing 
to the sophistication of Saudi farms, and their high production levels and extremely high-
quality products, Bahraini milk producers find it almost impossible to compete with Saudi 
Arabian producers.

With the dominance of KSA as an F&B manufacturing hub; consideration of investment 
in Bahrain has to be specifically geared towards niche opportunities that are either 
complementary to the Saudi industry or have a GCC wide adoption.

 Overview of Key Growth Drivers

Low per capita consumption in 
ice cream vis-a vis the regional 

average, signifying potential 

Increasing population growth 

Government food subsidies 
support continuous demand for 

products such as meat, 
chicken, flour, milk, etc. 

Efforts to increase agricultural 
productivity, and alternative 

production such as Aquaculture, 
Mariculture, etc

Outward investment in 
agriculture, livestock, etc. 
(For example, investing in 
rice land in the Phillipines) 

Growing demand in niche 
areas such as the Halal food 

sector, the health food 
segment, etc 

Agriculture Food & Beverage - 
Processing growth drivers 

The factors depicted are the key drivers enabling growth 
of segments pegged as high growth markets

 

Source: D&B Market Gap Study
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The demand for F&B products is highly dependent on the population and its lifestyle 
characteristics. A highly demanding population provides incentive to innovate and improvise 
products. The key drivers for F&B manufacturing in the GCC are as follows

 Favorable Demographics skewed towards a younger population

 High GDP per capita

 Large Expatriate Base 

 Increase inflow of tourists

 Growth in retail and hospitality industries

 Demand for Health, Lifestyle and Luxury based F&B products

 Summary of Market Gaps in the Industry

NOTE: Market gaps are defined in terms of segments being virtually absent in Bahrain, however could potentially 
present opportunities for existing players / new entrants based on market feasibility and assessment.  

The following illustration highlights / depicts sub-sectors that are currently under-
penetrated or have market gaps.

Market gaps in terms of 
under penetration

poultry / Meal /
Seafood processed foos

Poultry product

Beverages 2
Fruits & vegetables

(processing)

Milk & Dairy products
(except ice cream)

Bottled Water (5

Fruits & vegetables
(distribution)

galloes ) 3

ice Cream 4

Ready meals segment -
institutional customers 6

Fish farming 5

Meat ( cattle / goat / 
sheep ) producers 1

No apparent gap

High

Medium

Low

Market Potential (assessed in terms of expected growth rate )

Low                                     Medium                                        High   

Source: D&B Market Gap Study

Notes: Graph on market gaps; 
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The growth in demand for poultry  / cattle meat is on the back of growing population, subsidized meat (leading 1. 

to lowered prices) and demand for fresh food in Bahrain. However, investors need to seek land and utility 

incentives from the government for the same.

In the beverage segment, the juice market is dominated by regional players (Saudi, UAE) and the carbonated 2. 

drinks segment is dominated by international players (Coca cola, PepsiCo), leaving little room for local players 

to enter / grow. The bottled water market (>=1.5 liter) is saturated with local and regional players. 

Growth potential on the back of growth in residential and commercial developments; however increase in local 3. 

play may be constrained by regional competition (excess capacity estimated in Saudi Bottled Water Industry 

with staying power / capacity of Saudi players to compete on margins).

Untapped potential in the ice cream market – however capitalization of opportunity has to based on creating 4. 

strong brand equity, trust and awareness especially in a scenario of dominance by Saudi Dairy & Dairy Product 

players.

Growing demand for seafood can be met through local fish farming (aquaculture / mariculture) based on 5. 

Bahrain’s conducive environment (climate, location, market). However, government intervention (land grants, 

subsidized equipment) facilitating private sector involvement in tank based mariculture, open cage culture is 

required.

Ready meals is a growing segment on the back of demand by institutional customers such as hotels / hospitals 6. 

/ schools. 

Key considerations for investment

Investors need to seek government support in terms of provision of land & subsidized •	
equipment
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 Discussion on the Market Gaps in the Industry 

Dairy based products:•	  The Dairy based products segment presents untapped potential in 
the ice cream market, with Awal Dairy having the strongest market share in the Bahraini 
market. Bahrain has the lowest per capita consumption of ice-cream in the region and 
players assume an incremental opportunity of BD 100,000 / month.  However, the ice-
cream market is heavily dependent on customer awareness, familiarity and brand equity 
& trust.

Poultry and meat based products:•	  There is a strong preference for fresh chicken in 
Bahrain (Fresh chicken, which has a shelf life of 3 days is usually sold out on the first day). 
Local demand remains buoyant and there exists export potential to Kuwait and Qatar

Seafood based products:•	  The market in Bahrain is quite saturated in terms of players in 
fish / shell fish processing such as Delmon fish, Seashell Fisheries, National Fisheries, 
etc. However, potential exists within ‘Ready Meals’ (fish fingers, battered fish, fish cakes, 
etc). The market is highly underpenetrated in this segment and offers room for increased 
play. However potential for retail distribution is restricted and higher potential lies in ready 
meals for institutional clients such as hospitals / hotels / schools.

Health foods: Opportunity within the wheat based (High Bran, Low fat) Health Food  
segment  in Bahrain presents pockets of opportunity for manufacturers, given the 
increasing demand for health foods, limited regional competition and access to subsidized 
flour from Bahrain Flour Mills. 

Market opportunity exists in niche areas; such as snack bars, energy bars, low carb / low 
fat snacks, snacks for diabetics (particularly in light of growing lifestyle related diseases 
in the region including diabetes), gluten free products etc. Development of such a niche 
segment would be dependent on heavy marketing by the manufacturer – the manufacturer 
would have to develop the market by educating customers on the benefits of health foods 
to promote adoption.

Key drivers underlying the opportunity in Health Foods include a) Leverage on access to 
subsidized flour from Bahrain Four Mills (which currently produces 420 tons of flour per 
day at 80% capacity utilization); b) Current limited presence of health foods (high bran-low 
fat content) available in the market – e.g. biscuits, energy bars etc.
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Allied Manufacturing

Allied manufacturing constitutes 3% of the total manufacturing GDP of Bahrain in 2009. 
The key industries in the allied manufacturing segment are: Textile, Apparel & Leather 
manufacturing, Ship & Boat Building, Electrical Equipment manufacturing and Pharmaceutical 
manufacturing. Some of these industries have witnessed significant improvement in exports 
over the last few years, while others have been benefitted by the US-Bahrain FTA.
 

The following snapshot presents key market gaps within the following sub-segments;

a. TEXTILE, APPAREL AND LEATHER MANUFACTURING

b. PHARMACEUTICALS MANUFACTURING

c. SHIP & BOATBUILDING INDUSTRY

d. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
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a. TEXTILE, APPAREL AND LEATHER MANUFACTURING:
Snapshot of Potential Market Gaps

 Industry Overview

The textile, apparel and leather industry consists of firms which engage in the spinning of 
textile fibers, textile weaving, finishing of textiles and wearing apparel and the production of 
ready-made textile articles. This industry also includes manufacturers of wearing apparel 
which tailor all items of clothing in any material such as leather, fabric and knitted and 
crocheted fabrics. 

 Landscape in Bahrain  

The textile manufacturing industry is one of the smallest industries in Bahrain and produce 
is restricted to home textiles, denim fabrics and greige fabric. The garment manufacturing 
sector only produces staple type garments. 

The market size of the textiles and garment industry was approximately BD 150-200 •	
million in 2008. Within this, garments accounted for approximately BD 40-50 million.

In 2008, the textile, apparel and leather goods manufacturing industry contributed 0.52% •	
to the total GDP and 3.7% to the manufacturing sector. 

Bahrain has 3 major textile manufacturers, the largest of which is WestPoint Furnishings •	
which holds approximately 60% market share. 

MRS Fashions is the largest manufacturer of garments in Bahrain with 50% market •	
share.

Bahrain Industry Footprint: Textile Manufacturing is a 100 percent export oriented market 
in Bahrain (exports are directed towards USA, Canada and Europe). The textile, apparel and 
leather manufacturing industry are heavily dependent on the Kingdom’s FTA with United 
States. 
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Major Manufacturers of Textiles

Major Manufacturers of Garments

Denim and 
Greige Fabric

Companies in the US and Europe 
and greige fabrics to WestPoint

Manama Textile 
Mills

Integrated player - from 
spinning to finishing

Greige Fabrics 
Textile companies in the US, 
Europe, and WestPoint Celtex Weaving 

Specialized player into 
spinning and weaving

Manufacturer              Areas of Work                        End Products                        End Customers/Markets

WestPoint 
Furnishings

Integrated player - from 
spinning to stitching 

Home Furnishings - bed 
sheets, comforters, 
quilts, duvets 

US retailers, such as 
Wal-Mart, JC Penny 

US brands Noble Garments
Synthetic (polyester-based) 
jackets and bottoms

US brands, such as GAP 
Ambattur 
Garments

Synthetic garments

Manufacturers                   End Products                                                           End Customers/Markets

MRS Fashions
Denim and 
cotton-based garments

US retailers - JC Penny, Kohl’s, Macy’s, 
Wal-Mart (10% of output) 
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Bahrain’s key advantage for textile and garments industry is its FTA with the US

As per the FTA, there are no customs duties on “originating goods”. •	

As an exception to the FTA, the agreement provides “tariff preference levels” (TPL) for •	
65 million sq. m of garment from Bahrain whereby these garments will be exempt from 
custom duties in the US, even if the textile inputs into these garments are not locally 
produced in Bahrain.

The other advantages for the textile and garment manufacturing industry are the low cost •	
of energy, proximity to Europe and absence of a burdening tax regime.

 Summary  on the  Market Gaps in the Industry 

NOTE: Market gaps are defined in terms of segments being virtually absent in Bahrain, however 
could potentially present opportunities for existing players / new entrants based on market 
feasibility and assessment. 

The following illustration highlights / depicts sub-sectors that are currently under-penetrated 
or have market gaps.

Leather
Good Mfg 1

Textile &
Garment Mfg1

High

Medium

Low

Market Potential (assessed in terms of expected growth rate )

Low                                     Medium                                        High   

Source: D&B Market Gap Study
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Notes: Graph on market gaps; 

Growth on the back of FTA with the US and lower costs as compared to the US and Europe. However, investors 1. 

need to gauge the cost of operations and sourcing supplies prior to set-up.

 Discussion on Market Gaps in the Industry 

Textile and Apparel Manufacturing: •	 Current gaps exist in the staple garments and 
synthetic fabric garments sub-segments. Bahrain’s FTA with the US allows 65 million 
sq. meters of garments from Bahrain to be exempt from US custom duty. The exemption 
applies even if the textile inputs of the garments are not produced in the Kingdom. Garment 
manufacturers in Bahrain are currently utilizing only about 23% of total exempted amount. 
Thus, opportunity exists in Bahrain to manufacture garments using low-cost textile inputs 
from other countries and export 50 million sq. meters of garments to the US, without 
having to incur any duty.

Staple garments (garments which do not require much customization and require 

high degree of automation e.g. leggings) are currently not being manufactured in the 
kingdom. Since staple garments are less labor intensive, an opportunity exists to develop 
a competitive advantage over other low labor cost countries in this sub-segment. The US 
has 33% duty on synthetic fabric garments from countries with which it does not have an 
FTA. Due to the FTA with the US, Bahrain has the potential to increase synthetic fabric 
garment production and increase exports to the US. 
 

Opportunities also exist to produce and export other standardized products which attract 
high custom duty from non-FTA countries in the US. These products include scrubs for the 
healthcare industry, towels, linens, denim fabrics and home textiles. The aforementioned 
products involve little customization and thus have lower costs of production which can 
enable Bahrain to establish an advantage in these categories.  
The opportunities in Bahrain lie in vertically integrated textile manufacturing companies 
producing standardized products that attract high custom duties for non FTA export 
countries
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The key advantage that Bahrain has is its FTA with the US. In the absence of FTA, there are a number of product 
categories the attract high duties from the non FTA exporting countries to the US.
Moreover, the production of these items is less labor intensive as compared to garment textile manufacturing.

Scrubs For the 
Healthcare Industry

Standardized 
Products, such as 
towels, linen, etc.

Denim Fabric 

standardized product. Currently, not being 
manufactured

in Bahrain   

Offer scope of 
expansion for 

existing players or 
entry of a new 

player 

Source: D&B Market Gap Study

Opportunities in Bahrain are in staple garments with lower labor intensity as well as synthetic 
garments that attract high custom duties from non - FTA exporting countries to the US.

Bahrain faces tough competition from low cost countries such as China, Bangladesh, Vietnam etc. due to higher 
labor costs in Bahrain. Therefore, there are limited opportunities for Bahrain.

Staple Garments 
requiring less 
labor content 

Currently, not being 
manufactured

in Bahrain   

garments 

Bahrain faces tough competition from low cost countries such as China, Bangladesh, Vietnam etc. due to higher 
labor costs in Bahrain. Therefore, there are limited opportunities for Bahrain.

Staple Garments 
requiring less 
labor content 

Currently, not being 
manufactured

in Bahrain   

Offer scope of 
expansion for 

existing players or 
entry of a new 

player 

garments 

Source: D&B Market Gap Study
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Leather Goods Manufacturing:•	  There are currently no leather goods manufacturers 
in Bahrain.There are only a few small workshops, such as Super Fine Shoe Factory, 
manufacturing shoes. These workshops import leather from other countries (such as 
India) since there are no leather tanneries in Bahrain.

However, there is an opportunity for investment in semi-automated leather manufacturing 
operations. Leather goods are also included in the FTA with the US.

Foray into leather goods will have to be based on the strategic intent of the ◊ 
Government, with inputs (leather, technology, expertise, etc.) being brought in from 
other countries. 
Leather goods manufacturing is a capital intensive industry and Bahrain can look at ◊ 
semi-automated operations across various categories – shoes, belts, bags, leather 
upholstery, etc.
Further strategic intent needs to be backed by preferential procurement from suppliers, ◊ 
in order to encourage the industry.

Key considerations for investment:

Since there is currently no leather goods manufacturing sector in the Kingdom, inputs •	
such as leather, technology and expertise will have to be acquired from other countries. 
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b. PHARMACEUTICALS MANUFACTURING:
Snapshot of Potential Market Gaps

 Industry Overview

The pharmaceuticals industry is c onsidered one of the most profitable industries in the 
world. The Pharmaceutical industry develops, produces and markets drugs licensed for use 
as medications. Manufacturers can also produce medical devices, diagnostic substances and 
nutritional products. 
Globally, the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry is highly concentrated, with about 15 
multinational companies dominating this sector. The distribution network of the industry 
tends to be highly fragmented. In 2009 the top 100 drugs (patented) accounted for 36% (BD 
87.5 billion) of the global market. The United States accounts for almost half of the global 
pharmaceutical market. The Middle East accounts for 2% of global pharmaceutical sales 
with a total regional value (ME) of BD 4 billion.

 Landscape in Bahrain 

Bahrain’s pharmaceutical manufacturing industry market size was estimated to be BD 43.3 
million in 2010. Multinational and other international firms dominate the pharmaceutical 
market in Bahrain in value terms. The Bahraini Pharmaceutical industry consists of limited 
manufacturing with heavy reliance on imports.
Major suppliers to the Bahraini market include GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Roche, Bristol-
Myers Squibb, Sandoz, Merck & Co, Pfizer and AstraZeneca, as well as UAE’s Julphar. Major 
pharmaceutical distributors in Bahrain include Al-Jishi Corporation, Maskati Group and IBN 
Sina Company. 
Bahrain currently has no pharmaceutical manufacturing companies. Further, there are 
currently a limited number of players in the medical devices manufacturing sector. Within 
the region, Saudi Arabia is the regional leader in pharmaceutical manufacturing, with more 
than 7 manufacturing facilities. 

Country No. of Pharma Manufacturing facilities

Saudi Arabia                                                                                  > 7
UAE                     > 3
Oman                                      > 2
Kuwait                           > 2
Bahrain                             0

Qatar                                                                       0
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 Discussion on Market Gaps in the Industry 

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing•	
The strongest potential for Bahrain to develop its Pharma manufacturing industry is through 
strategic alliances or local partnerships with Global Pharma players of complementary 
strengths (which will in turn spur other opportunities in pharmaceuticals research as well 
as logistics and warehousing)

2

Partnerships of local 
firms with global 
pharma giants 

Attract global 
companies to invest in 
Bahrain by:

 
facilities

strategic location for 
exports

New product 
development

Penetration of 
Bahraini market 

  New geographic 
market 

Development of high 
margin products by 
importing technical 
skills and know how  

 
generic products (such 
as dental material) 

       

 
products via local 
distributors through 
“push” method 

Export to new 
geographic market by 
leveraging on 

strategy and Bahrain 
Government strategic 
relations 

1

Potential for Bahrain to develop its pharma manufacturing industry is through strategic 
alliances or local partnerships with Global Pharma players of complementary strengths  

Source: D&B Market Gap Study

Creation of a local manufacturing unit in alliance with a global company will address 
the issues currently limiting the proliferation of a Bahraini manufacturing sector such 
as heavy investment requirements & drug discovery costs; ability to import skill sets 
from the partner company and impart training to Bahrainis and limited reliance on local 
consumption by building on exports through partner company’s strategy and Bahraini 
strategic relations (for example, US FTA). The focus of such an alliance could be for 
production of finished dosage forms from Pharmaceutical ingredients and packaging / 
repackaging of bulk finished products.
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Pharmaceutical
Production process

Requirements

Manufacture
of active 

pharmaceutical 
ingredients and 
intermediates

Production of finished 
dosage forms from 

active pharmaceutical 
ingredients and 

excipients

Final packaging of 
finished dosage forms 
or repackaging of bulk 

finished products

Huge initial 
capital outlay

Dependable 
provision of 

water & high 
quality utilities

Reliable supplies 
of high quality 
raw material

 Human 
Resources with 

specialist 
Knowledge  

Special 
technologies

Attract foreign 
investment 
though free

land etc.

Import 
technologies 

through 
partnerships 

with global firms

Bulk raw 
material import 
from low cost 

countries such 
as India

Government
Support 

Import skill sets 
with a view to 
transferring 

such to 
Bahrainis 

Focus area for Bahrain

Source: D&B Market Gap Study

Key considerations for investment:

Import of technical skills and export strategies and a well •	 planned cost control structure 
will be needed to develop the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry. 
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c. SHIP & BOATBUILDING INDUSTRY:
 Snapshot of Potential Market Gaps

 Industry Overview

The industry comprises establishments primarily engaged in operating shipyards or boat yards 
(i.e., ship or boat manufacturing facilities). The activities of shipyards include the construction 
of ships, their repair, conversion and alteration, the production of prefabricated ship sections 
and barge sections, and specialized services, such as ship scaling, when performed at the 
shipyard.

The market for boats is growing in Bahrain and the region as reflected by the increase in 
capacity by key industry players. Waterfront properties with emphasis on marina developments 
and facilities, as well as international water sport events such as power boat races in the 
region have resulted in increasing levels of interest in the sailing and powerboat sectors.  
High disposable incomes, a superb coastline and the fast expanding tourism sector is likely 
to contribute to the leisure boating industry in the region, with increased interest from first 
time buyers.

 Landscape in Bahrain

Leisure boating takes place from several locations, the Marina Club, which has berths for 
some 400 boats and occupies a prime location near the business district, Al-Bandar resort 
which has 300 boats in the water and on its dry stack and the adjacent Yacht Club which takes 
a further 250 boats, mostly sailing yachts and dinghies. New waterside property and marina 
projects in Bahrain are likely to keep the leisure market upbeat about new purchases. 

Along with leisure boats, the landscape also presents a niche market gap for commercial and 
patrol boats. The key players in the industry are Al Dhaen Craft and AJM Kooheji. 
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0
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In addition to these key players, there are a number of small players 
producing 10-15 fishing boats every year to serve the local market.

Number of Boats Produced 
by Al Dhaen Ctaft

2007

250

2008 2009 2010

300

400

500

Al Dhaen is the biggest boat manufacturer in Bahrain and plans to double its production 
between 2007 and 2010
It manufactures a broad range of boats induding pleasure boats, commercial (fishing) boats, and 
military/prtrol boats.

It also offers a huge range of branded boats and accessories produced by leading maunfturers, 
such as Mercury, Suzuki, Bradley, Mylon, ect. 

Additionally it also exports to the US, Europe, South America, and other GCC countries.

Al Dhaen Craft 

AJM Kooheji produces a range of pleasure and fishing boats and produces 15 – 20 boats every 
year. 

It is the oldest boat manufacturer in Bahrain. Over the years, it had scaled down 
manufacturing, but is considering refocus 

In addition to distribution of accessories from various manufacturers, it is one of the region’s 
first and the largest distributors of Yamaha’s land and marine equipments. It also acts as a 
distributor of boats for international brands, such as Princess and Rodriguez Yachts  

AJM Kooheji

Source: D&B Market Gap Study
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 Summary of Areas Gaps in the Allied Manufacturing Industry

NOTE: Market gaps are defined in terms of segments being virtually absent in Bahrain, however could potentially 
present opportunities for existing players / new entrants based on market feasibility and assessment. 

This section will include a chart depicting the sub-sectors that are currently under-penetrated 
or have market gaps. 

No apparent gap

Market gaps in terms of 
under penetration

Ship Repair

Support Services 
for ship repair 2

Materials for 
boat mfg1

Boat mfg1

Distribution of boat & 
accessories1

Marinas and marina 
mgt companies

High

Medium

Low

Market Potential (assessed in terms of expected growth rate )

Low                                     Medium                                        High   

Source: D&B Market Gap Study

Notes: Graph on market gaps; 

Growth on account of the growing boats market in Bahrain and the entire GCC with the coming up of new 1. 
developments and the growing expat population.

Growth on account of existing presence of the ship repair industry and its growth due to development of the 2. 
new port to attract more ships into Bahrain.

Key considerations for investors

a.   Investors to conduct a detailed feasibility study on the cost-benefit analysis for various
      projects being considered in the segment
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 Discussion on the Market Gaps in the Industry 

Pleasure Boat Manufacturing•	

Various drivers accentuating the potential of Pleasure Boats include

Increase in number of expats  with a lifestyle preference involving sailing / water a. 
sports

Increasing adoption of sailing as a sport / hobby amongst the younger local b. 
population

Development of new islands, such as Amwaj Islands, Durrat Al Bahrain with total c. 
4,000 5,000 houses being built in these developments.

The BD 0.94 billion  Marsa Al Seef project, one of the largest marina developments in d. 
the Middle East,  off  the coast of  Bahrain, is being pursued by real estate development 
company GREDCO (development manager working on behalf of Global Banking 
Corporation) 

The addressable demand from these developments is estimated to be at least 10% of the 
new houses being built i.e. 400-500 boats/year (most buyers of the residential development 
in Bahrain are likely to be nationals of other Gulf countries with few Europeans looking for 
second homes, distinctly different from investors in Dubai’s residential market). According 
to leisure marine distributors, in the past the maximum number of imported boats in 
the good years has only been about 30; however, with the new waterfront developments, 
the market over the next four years for both boat and engine sales is expected to show 
substantial growth. Key players are seeking more boat brands to represent in Bahrain. 

Commercial fishing boats•	

The expected demand for fishing boats is based on the potential offered by the replacement 
market, based on a trend of ageing observed within the existing fleet. Demand levels in the 
Middle east, can also be seen building up with the development of waterfront properties 
Palm islands, Pearl islands (Qatar), etc. Although Dubai based players are already catering 
to the regional demand; Bahrain players can look to capture at least 15-20% of the market 
based on incremental demand forecasted in the near term. 
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Accessories and boat distribution•	

Al Dhaen and AJM Kooheji are both into distribution of boats, yachts, jet skis, etc. and 
accessories for key OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers) / brands. However, there 
is a huge gap at the distribution level wherein a number of boat brands and accessories 
are not currently represented in the region including Bahrain and Dubai. 90% of 
accessories are currently being imported from France, the rest of Europe, US, China, etc. 
Some of these product categories include Fuel Tanks (plastic and aluminum), Electrical 
equipments, such as marine batteries, generators, Refrigeration systems and Navigation 
systems. Manufacturing of most of these requires heavy investments, certifications and 
approvals from US. 

Additionally, the Middle East has a limited capacity market for marine electronics (the 
region accounts for only 1% of worldwide sales of Rayler Marine). Consequently; there 
are no manufacturers of such equipment even in the UAE. A feasible route to foray into 
the manufacturing of such equipment (based on strategic intent) would be through 
inward investment with attraction of technical know-how and expertise to set up base in 
Bahrain. 

Manufacture of lesser technology-intensive inputs for boats manufacturing like 
fiberglass: Fiberglass is currently being imported from US, Europe and Japan. The smaller 
players also buy low-cost fiberglass from China. There is no single player in the GCC 
currently manufacturing fiberglass, although there are several players who manufacture 
products from fiberglass.

The current annual demand for glass fibre reinforcements in the Middle East (including 
the GCC, Egypt, Iran, Jordan with negligible demand from Syria and Lebanon) is around 
176 000 tons/year and is expected to grow to 300,000 tons/year by 2015 (CAGR of 8% from 
’08-’15)

Historical growth of demand in the Middle East and future projections clearly highlights 
almost double the current global industry growth of 4-5%, which is in tune with the growth 
trend of composites in the principal emerging economies.

The principal market for fiberglass comes from the construction industry, closely followed 
by the automotive and marine sectors. This is based on adoption across myriad of 
applications including awnings, canopies, indoor swimming pools, sanitary ware products, 
patio covers, lighting devices and doors, storage tanks, etc. 

There could be potential opportunity for Fiberglass manufacturing to meet the demand 
arising from fiberglass product manufacturers throughout the Middle East who cater 
to various industries (construction, marine, auto). This is based on whether a potential 
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industry participant can achieve economies of production and scale to offer competitive 
pricing.

Opportunities in related sub-sectors•	  - Increase in demand for boats in Bahrain in turn is 
likely to drive the need for more marinas and marina management companies.

There will be a need for more parking spaces/marinas for the boats since:◊ 
Durrat Al Bahrain is yet to be become operational and inhabited o
Amwaj Islands is considered expensive o
Marina West has small planned parking space (60-70 slots for 2,000 houses) o

There is a prevalent gap in terms of professional Marina management •	
companies.
The current trend in Bahrain is for marinas to be managed on an unprofessional / 
unorganized basis by contractual staff hired by the developer, as against professional 
marina management companies (as in the West as well as Dubai e.g. Art Marine 
LLC and Island Global Yachting). 

Opportunities in support activities for the ship repair industry  •	
There are a number of other activities where there is a need to establish a sound and 
reliable specialist contractor base in Bahrain, such as:

On board air conditioning and refrigeration (current players do not operate or •	
provide the standard of specialist activity required) 

Repair and Installation of Navigation Equipment - There are a few generalist •	
companies in Bahrain that provide these services, such as Sultan, Wilhemsen, 
Fazz, etc. However, these companies do not provide the array of specialized 
services required for high quality ships e.g. major overhauls of equipment 
including the coordinating of support trades as required, design and full 
system installations.
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d. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY:
Snapshot of Potential Market Gaps

 Industry Overview

The Machinery and electrical equipments manufacturing map comprises machinery 
manufacturers and electrical equipment (batteries, wiring and wiring devices, etc.) 
manufacturers. The industry is highly dependent on engineering skills and technical know-
how for its development.

 Landscape in Bahrain

All the machinery and machine tool required by industries in Bahrain are currently being 
imported. The key company for machine tools, MidTech Engineering Solutions LLC, in Bahrain 
and the Middle East, does not manufacture machine tools. The company only represents the 
major global machine tools’ suppliers (such as Cincinnati Machine Limited, Takisawa CNC 
Turning Centers, Proth Surface Grinders, etc.) in the Middle East.

Manufacturing of electrical components is limited to heating and cooling parts and some 
electrical component manufacturing. The market size (value of production) of machinery and 
electrical equipment manufacturing industry in Bahrain was approximately BD 247 million in 
2008.  It contributed only 0.65% to the gross value added as a percentage of total GDP and 5% 
to the gross value add of the manufacturing sector.

There are a number of courses in engineering and other technical skills being offered by 
University of Bahrain, University College of Bahrain, Arab Open University, Gulf University 
and Bahrain Training Institute. A number of companies provide training on their own. For 
instance, Alba has a dedicated Training Centre that provides a range of managerial, technical 
and general development courses throughout the year. The institutes are likely to provide 
impetus to the training and skill up-gradation of the workforce in Bahrain.
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Bahrain Industry footprint

Awal Gulf Manufacturing Co. BSC Window A/C, Split A/C, Central A/C

Awal Refrigerating & Air-conditioning Refrigerators, Coolers, Heaters, Cooking & Hospital tools

Service of AC/DC Generators, Motors & Transformers, Balancing of RotorElectrical Machine Industries
(Bahrain) WLL

Heat Exchangers, Pressure Vessels, Drums, Columns, TanksRamsis Engineering Co. WLL

Voltamp Switchgear Company WLL Electrical Switchgear, Distributors, Cutoff & Shafts

Gulf PowerPoint Company Batteries dry and liquid for cars and engines

Ascon Control Factory Production of plates, switches control and distribution electrical

Bahrain Industrial Filter 
Manufacturing Company Industrial Filter

Gulf Temperature Sensors WLL (GTS) Measurement Temperature Sensors

Manufacture of GuardrailsAmeeri Industries

In the GCC the only country that manufacturer’s electrical equipment (transformers, solar 
panels, etc.) is Saudi Arabia. The reason for this is the large internal absorptive capacity 
within the country and almost 30 years of manufacturing experience. Apart from domestic 
use, Saudi also exports this equipment worldwide. 

 Summary of Gaps in the Allied Manufacturing Industry

NOTE: Market gaps are defined in terms of segments being virtually absent in Bahrain, however could potentially 

present opportunities for existing players / new entrants based on market feasibility and assessment. 

This section will include a chart depicting the sub-sectors that are currently under-penetrated 
or have market gaps. 
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High

Medium

Low

Market Potential (assessed in terms of expected growth rate )

Low                                     Medium                                        High   

No apparent gap

Market gaps in terms of 
under penetration

Switchgears & 
batteries

Electrical 
Equipments2

Wires & 
Cables1

Auto Components Mfg1

Source: D&B Market Gap Study

Notes: Graph on market gaps; 

Growth on account of assessment of Bahrain’s position (drivers, footprint, regional potential) to capitalize on 1. 

downstream opportunities in aluminum

Potential to export guardrails, light poles, etc. to GCC’s construction industry 2. 

Key considerations for investors

b.   Investors to conduct a detailed feasibility study on the cost-benefit analysis for various 
      projects being considered in the segment.
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 Discussion on the Market Gaps in the Industry
 

Guardrails manufacturing•	  - Ameeri Industries is the only manufacturer of guardrails in 
Bahrain. It provides 30%-40% of the volume required in Bahrain; the remaining 60%-70% 
is imported from Saudi Arabia, India & Germany. In the GCC – there are two guardrail 
manufacturers: one in Saudi and in the other one in Abu Dhabi. There is potential for 
guardrail manufacturing in Bahrain on the back of export potential to countries in the 
GCC, including Kuwait, Qatar and Oman (estimated market size of approximately BD 20-
25 million).

Light poles manufacturing -•	  The current demand in Bahrain is estimated to be BD 3-5 
million. This demand is currently being catered to by Saudi manufacturers (primarily 
Al Babtein and Omega who meet 80% of the demand). The remaining demand is being 
catered by Ameeri Industries and a few other local players. There is potential for Bahrain-
based players to export to countries, such as Qatar, Kuwait and Muscat, as well as to 
increase their own share in Bahrain. However, manufacturers need to assess potential 
and develop strong competitive advantage to enter this market. 

Wire and cable manufacturing -•	  With its current footprint in Casting as well as feedstock 
for wires and cables; Bahrain could consider capitalizing on forward integration synergies 
to get into Wire & Cable manufacturing. Bahrain currently does not manufacture wires 
and cables. Midal cables currently manufacture the feed stock required for manufacturing 
cables and wires. The demand for wires and cables, driven by the infrastructural growth 
in GCC translates into potential for forward integration. Market gap exists to potentially 
expand along the value chain to foray into cables and wires manufacturing for electrical 
and telecom applications.

Another potential opportunity is the manufacturing and export of cable trays. These are 
currently being manufactured in Bahrain by Ameeri Industries and a few other players. 
There is demand for cable trays in the GCC for Commercial & Industrial buildings. The 
GCC market demand is estimated to be a BD 2 million annually.
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Potential to integrate petrochemical 
process to produce polephins, as naphtha 
is a by product of the petrochemical 
processing/distillation process.

Currently the entire cable requirement 
of Bahrain is imported ,with low grade 
coming from Turkey, medium grade 
from UAE, Jordan and high grade from 
Saudi Arabia .

Enough potential demand and substitution 
potential for Bahrain exists to ‘grow’ 
independent cable manufactures.

Currently Kanoo’s customers actually 
re-export back to Bahrain.

Gaps in wires and cables 
manufacturing value Chain.

Manufacturing of LLDPE 
imported from
Saudi Arabia: 

manufacturing of XLPE 
casings (low voltage wires) 
local footprint: 
Kanoo Plastics.

Manufacturing of aluminum 
core for wires local footprint: 
Midal Cables. 

Manufacturing of palettes 
local footprint: Shafco. 

Cable manufacturing 

Components of Wires & Cables

Source: D&B Market Gap Study

Switchgears -•	  Bahraini switchgear assemblers cater to almost 80% of the local demand 
and there is a small export potential since a number of local manufacturers already exist 
in the GCC. Total demand for switchgears in Bahrain is approximately BD 10 million 
annually. With many planned projects in the pipeline, demand is expected to register an 
exponential increase.

 
Major players in the market are: BSLI (40%-50% market share), Ameeri (10% -15% 
market share); Saudi players (20% market share); ABB & others (about 30% -35% market 
shares).
Switchgears are only assembled in Bahrain. The switches are imported from big players 
such as GE and Schneider. Local companies (such as Ameeri Electricals) manufacture 
the cover boxes or panels, which are made of steel (imported from Saudi Arabia).  Further 
galvanization (painting & coating) is also undertaken locally. 

Other opportunities in this industry are highlighted in the table below. Bahrain’s endeavor to 
substantiate its footprint in  high tech manufacturing would be a function of strategic intent 
and the Kingdom’s ability to attract inward investment and foster technical collaborations 
especially for segments offering high value opportunities in terms of capturing of regional 
export potential (through import substitution).
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Agriculture, 
construction & 
mining mach.

Industrial mach.

Other general 
purpose Mach.

Engine, turbine, & 
power transmission 
equip.

Commercial & 
service industry 
mach.mfg

Electrical equip.

Other electrical 
equip and 
components.

Lighting equip.

Metalworking 
Mach .mfg.

Manufacturing 
sub-sector       

Presence in 
Bahrain

  GCC imports 

Navigational, 
measuring, 
medical, &control 
instruments.

Semiconductor 
&other electronic 
components.

Computer & 
peripheral equip.

Audio & video 
equip.

Communication 
equip.

Medical equip. 
&supplies.

Other misc.mfg.

Presence in 
Bahrain

  GCC imports 

Less than BD 143mn ($380mn)

More than BD 320mn ($850)

More than BD 1.9 bn ($5bn)

Note: Segments offering high value opportunities in terms of capturing of regional import 
substitution potential are highlighted in bold. 

Key considerations for investors

Large Capital investment constraints (large initial investment of about BD 8-10 million for 
0.5 mn batteries output annually) warrant a detailed feasibility study. Advantages can be 
generated by developing strong distributor networks and tie ups with potential customers. 
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Snapshots of Opportunities in the 
Services Sector
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE:
Snapshot of Potential Market Gaps

 Industry Overview

The trading industry comprises wholesale and retail trade as its primary sectors. 

Wholesale is the resale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods to retailers, 
business-to-business trade, such as to industrial, commercial, institutional or professional 
users, or resale to other wholesalers, or involves acting as an agent or broker in buying 
goods for, or selling goods to, such persons or companies. Wholesalers frequently physically 
assemble, sort and grade goods in large lots, break bulk, repack and redistribute in smaller 
lots. Wholesalers typically have brick and mortar presence, may own warehouses and even 
have online presence.

The Wholesale segment in turn supplies to retailers who primarily act as the last mile 
connectivity for end consumer. The Retail industry is divided based on product categories or 
formats. Key formats are internet (online), brick & mortar and vending machines formats. 
Hypermarkets, Supermarkets, Specialty Stores, Department Stores, Discount Stores, 
Convenience Stores, Warehouse Clubs and Superstores are the popular brick and mortar 
retail formats.

The following section comprises a brief snapshot of the Trading sector in Bahrain. The 
snapshot encompasses the market dynamics, landscape and footprint of the sector as well 
as key market gaps prevalent implicitly / explicitly within the sector. These gaps provide the 
starting point for investment consideration. The main source of this information is Tamkeen’s 
Market Gap Study, conducted by global consulting firm, Dun & Bradstreet. Tamkeen is a 
semi-autonomous, yet independent authority which formulates strategic and operational 
plans to enhance the overall prosperity of Bahrain by investing in Bahraini employability, 
job creation and social support. The Market Gap report can be downloaded and accessed on 
Tamkeen’s website ( www.lf.bh )
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 Landscape in Bahrain  

Bahrain depends on imports for the majority of its industrial and consumer goods.  
Consequently, Bahrain’s wholesale sector is largely dominated by import and export agents, 
which inturn are the largest users of Bahrain’s trade finance facilities. Wholesale and retail 
trade constitutes a significant share of business activity in Bahrain in terms of its contribution 
to GDP (estimated at 7% in 2010)

The Bahraini trading sector landscape comprises large Family Groups which act as distributors 
of key brands across various product categories (personal, consumer, electrical, apparel & 
fashion). These players are forward integrated and operate their own retail channels. The 
ownership and dominance of wholesale / distribution by these large family group retailers, 
makes the Distribution landscape in Bahrain unattractive for a potential new entrant. 
Commensurate to the landscape, the report focuses on gaps within organized/advanced 
retail formats found to be relative  underpenetrated in Bahrain.

A favorable long-term economic outlook, growing interest in Western styles of retailing, a 
steady rise in disposable incomes, and growing tourism and urbanization are the key drivers 
for the retail  industry in Bahrain.

Bahrain’s malls are increasingly becoming recreational and social meeting points, and are 
extremely popular with weekend visitors from Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait, as well as the 
local and expatriate populations in Bahrain

The retail market in Bahrain is expected to grow at a CAGR of 2.2% from 2008 to 2013 to reach 
a market size of BD 1.8 billion in 2013. Automotive and grocery account for the majority share 
in Bahrain’s retail sector (46% in 2008 ) and are expected to continue to account for majority 
of the sales in 2013 (58% in 2013). Automotive and grocery sales are forecasted to rise at a 
CAGR of approximately 6%; while sales of consumer electronics are predicted to increase at 
a CAGR of approximately 5%.

Retail sales of over-the-counter (OTC) pharmaceuticals are expected to increase at the 
highest rate with a CAGR of more than 8%, owing to a small base (from BD 1.5 million in 2008 
to BD 2.3 million in 2013). 
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Structure of Retail Sales ( in BD million and Percentage )

870.8

273.7

54%

19%

17% 10%
0%

Automotive  Grocery  

Others

OTC Pharma    

Consumer Electronics
Grocery 

2008

0%

2013

46%

23%

20% 11%

824.9

423.4

354.82 204.3

2.3
1.5

316.7

158.3

Automotive  Grocery  

Others

OTC Pharma    

Consumer Electronics
Grocery 

Bahrain footprint - The competitive landscape of organized grocery retail comprises 
hypermarkets, supermarkets and convenience stores which are operated by the importers 
and wholesalers themselves.

Category B players operate supermarkets 
and convenience stores (except intercol) 

Category A: 
Hypermarkets

Category B:
Importers and
 Wholesalers

Category C: 
Organized Retailers 

(besides hypermarkets)

Category D: 
Unorganized 

Retailers 
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 Overview of Key Growth Drivers

Growing levels of consumer 
sophistication for product variety 

(particularly consumer 
electronics) 

Growing demand for 
convenience stores that offer 

modern retailing along with the 
convenience of the cold stores 

Natural population growth
(6% y-o-y)

Long-term economic outlook, 
growing interest in western styles 

of retailing, a steady rise in 
disposable incomes, and growing 

tourism and urbanization 

Large new developments in 
Bahrain, such as the Durrat 

Al Bahrain island, Amwaj 
lsland, etc

Trade & wholesale 
Growth Drivers

The factors depicted are the key drivers enabling growth 
of segments pegged as high growth markets

 Summary of Market Gaps in the Industry

NOTE: Market gaps are defined in terms of underpenetrated segments and could potentially present 
opportunities for existing players / new entrants based on market feasibility and assessment. 

The following illustration depicts sub-sectors that are currently under-penetrated or have 
market gaps. 

High

Medium

Low

Market Potential (assessed in terms of expected growth rate )

Low                                     Medium                                        High   

Market gaps in terms of 
under penetration

Automotive 
Distribution and 

Retail

Consumer 
Eelectonics Retail 

Consumer Electronics 
Distribution 3

Crocery 
Distribution

No apparent gap

Supermarkets 1

Convenience 
                            1,2

Stores

Hypermarkets

Market Gaps (absence of segment) 

Market gaps in terms of sectors have 
no / minimal presence in Bahrain, 
however could potentially present 
opportunities for existing players / 
new entrants based on market 
feasibility and assessment
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Notes: Graph on market gaps; 

The growth of supermarkets and convenience stores is on the back of new developments and certain current 1. 
underpenetrated high-end areas.
There is growing demand for convenience stores since they offer modern retailing along with the convenience 2. 
of the cold stores.
Albeit gaps within the segment (in terms of under-representation of brands / product range lack for a 3. 
strong supply chain and high volumes (which is hindered by the small size of the overall market) are the key 
challenges hindering the potential entry of a new player. 

General Disclaimer:

Market Gaps identified are primarily of 2 types:

Gaps in terms of sectors / sub-sectors that remain currently underpenetrated or 1. 
underserviced vis-à-vis market potential

Gaps in terms of sectors / sub-sectors which are virtually absent from the Bahraini 2. 
landscape and with respect to the sectoral value chain;  however could potentially 
exist, based on assessment of market feasibility and demand assessment

Any investment consideration within any of the highlighted sectors / segments within 
this report should be on the back of:

Comprehensive project feasibility analysis encompassing consideration of capital 1. 
outlay, cash flows, investment horizon, and expected returns

Consideration of key success factors and potential bottlenecks attributed to set up 2. 
and operations
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 Discussion on Market Gaps in the Industry 

Convenience store formats -•	  There is opportunity in the convenience stores  segment, 
due to limited presence of this format in Bahrain, especially in the large new 
developments

 

Convenience Stores – a fledgling industry 
across the Middle East with future 
planned expansions (planet Retail)          

Bahrain is following the trend in the Middle 
East, supported by large new developments in 
its outlying areas, such as Durrat Al Bahrain

growing at a CAGR of 7.4%.

Huge plans of expansions in UAE

Durrat al Bahrain and Jawad group to 
supply convenience stores across the 
island

Current Number of Stores

Key Players

Sales/Outlet (2008)

Total Sales (2008)

CAGR (2008-13)  

Current status of 
convenience Stores 
Retail in Bahrain

Potential of opening 
60 more stores (100% 
growth in the number 
of convenience 
stores) in the near 
term

Future Growth 
Prospects 

Supermarket formats - •	 New developments and high-end underpenetrated areas 
support the growth of supermarkets due to their potential to offer bundled offerings 
close to the customers

Current Number of Stores

Key Players

Sales/Outlet (2008)

Total Sales (2008)

CAGR (2008-13)  

Approx. 32

Fu-Com International (Last Chance), Jawad, 
Alosra, Al Jazira, etc.BD 0.04 million

BD 1.78 million

BD 56.9 million (45.2% of the total MGR sales) 

8.8%    

Current status of 
convenience Stores 
Retail in Bahrain

Future Growth 
Prospects 

Certain underpenetrated areas and large new 
developments in outlying areas, such as Durrat Al Bahrain

There are certain high-end and new developments in Bahrain that do not have 
supermarkets and will not have proximity to the hypermarkets being planned 

Alosra is planning to open a 2000 sq.m. supermarket in the Mahooz district of 
Durrat Al Bahrain. It will serve as the anchor store of a neighbourhood shopping 
mall ( due to be constructed ) and will be supported by an array of subsidiary 
outlets and services to provide a comprehensive retail experience.

Supermarkets are also considering development of existing stores to enable them 
to compete with the huge selling potential of the hypermarket format with wider 
product ranges, added in-store offerings (coffee shops, etc.). improvemrnt in the 
IT infrastructure (adoption of CRM) and stepping-up of marketing and 
promotional campaigns.

Potential of opening 5-20 
more supermarkets in 
underpenetrated and newly 
built areas, with 'bundled' 
offerings (ATMs, Batelco 
counters, other retail 
outlets etc.)
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Online Retail and Discount Stores - •	 alternative formats have likely potential in Bahrain.

Opportunity in online retail formats, mainly for certain specialty 
items, such as jewellery, pearls, etc.

The segment could support expansion by existing players in 
the Bahraini Retail format or entry of new players specializing 
in the online retail format (on the lines of amazon.com, 
Tesco.com, etc.). However, the scope for online retail is 
partially limited due to:

 power)

Opportunity for existing hypermarkets to introduce discount 
stores

Carrefour) or other specialized players to introduce discount 
stores with a format closer to convenience stores ( such as 

Online Format

Discount Stores

New Formats 
and Support 
Industries 

Consumer research•	  is a key gap in the peripheral support structure for the trade sector

Consumer Research 

Companies

Gaps in market research services 

There is a prevalent gap in terms of market / consumer research services, 
encompassing tracking of consumer data and development of e-content / reports for 
consumers / players on product preferences, price checks, product lists etc.

However, consumer research will be an attractive proposition only if an operator 
considering entry is able to achieve market mass and scale.
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Information Technology Industry: Snapshot of 
Potential Market Gaps

 Industry Overview

The ICT industry comprises of three broad segments: Hardware, Software and IT enabled 
services. Within IT services, companies mainly provide consulting, systems integration (SI), 
data processing, and technology outsourcing services to business customers. Globally, 
it is estimated that nearly 50% of industry revenue comes from consulting and system 
integration. 
IT software segment largely comprises of operating software, application software and 
network software players; the sub-segments within these segments stem from various 
industrial / functional applications. While globally, Hardware, Facilities Outsourcing and 
Packaged products are highly consolidated; Custom programming and IT Services remain 
predominantly fragmented.
Among the GCC countries, the UAE has been able to develop a robust IT industry. However, 
this industry is limited to resellers and IT oriented services. Much of the development and 
programming is still concentrated in IT centers like India (knowledge hub) and Jordan 
(Arabization of content and customized content development).
The IT industry in the GCC is heavily dependent on government support to develop and flourish. 
In the region, emergence of free zones has enabled such a transformation. Consequently, for 
Bahrain, the establishment of @ Bahrain Techno-park and the FTA with the US is likely to 
encourage trade of technical knowledge and skills in the long-term.
The following section comprises a brief snapshot of the ICT sector in Bahrain. The snapshot 
encompasses the market dynamics, landscape and footprint of the sector as well as key 
market gaps prevalent implicitly / explicitly within the sector. These gaps provide the starting 
point for investment consideration. The main source of this information is Tamkeen’s Market 
Gap Study, conducted by global consulting firm, Dun & Bradstreet. Tamkeen is a semi-
autonomous, yet independent authority which formulates strategic and operational plans to 
enhance the overall prosperity of Bahrain by investing in Bahraini employability, job creation 
and social support. The Market Gap report can be downloaded and accessed on Tamkeen’s 
website ( www.lf.bh )
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 Landscape in Bahrain

The Bahraini IT sector is witnessing a boost on account of increased government spending. 
The growth of the IT sector in Bahrain is largely being driven by a spate of government 
initiatives.

GDP contribution of the sector (integrated ICT comprising IT & Telecom services) is •	
estimated to be around 3.1% of total Bahrain GDP and has projected a CAGR of 13% 
between 2002 and 2009.

The total value of the IT sector is estimated to be BD 127 million (2009E) (* this includes •	
sales of hardware, IT software and Services) on the back of increased demand from retail, 
telecom and financial services. Hardware sales accounts for the majority (70%) followed 
by Services (26%) and Software (4%).

The sector has been forecasted to grow at a CAGR of 6.3% between 2009 and 2013, to •	
reach a size of BD 162 million. A similar trend is expected throughout the forecast period 
with averages of 68%, 5% and 27% contributions from Hardware, Software and Services 
respectively, to the aggregate value of the IT Market. 

The Bahrain government is the largest driver of IT spending, fueled by a spate of •	
e-government innovations. Some of these initiatives include the E-government project, 
Ministry of Works project to implement a 5 year Strategic Information Systems Plan (SISP), 
Project Management Information System (PMIS) and Enterprise Asset Management 
System (EAMS). Other projects being undertaken include the Enterprise Architecture 
Project, the National Identity card Project, Enterprise Service Bus Project and the Single 
Sign out Project. 

Bahrain is now undertaking a series of large-scale projects to try to establish itself as a •	
regional hub for science and technology innovation. 

@Bahrain - ◊ which will consist of a technology research institute, a technology park and 
a ‘techtainment’ centre offering interactive entertainment; contains more than one 
million square meters of space planned for business, entertainment and education 
facilities, and will promote investment in key technologies such as transport.

Bahrain◊  has also announced the launch of a ‘Higher Education City’, a regional hub 
for ICT research and training, and the first Internet-based ‘e-University’ for Asia and 
the Middle East.
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IT Hardware

Valued at BD 89.3 billion (2009), the IT Hardware sector in Bahrain accounts for 70% of •	
total IT spend, with annual PC sales estimated at around 70,000 units.

The Hardware segment (excluding servers) is estimated  to have reached a size of BD •	
89 million in 2009, up from BD million 82 in 2008, at an estimated growth of around 7% 
y-o-y. 

It is expected to reach a valu•	 e of BD 109 million by 2013, projecting a CAGR of 5% between 
2009 and 2013. 

Primary drivers for spend•	  include telecoms and banking vertical spending, e-government 
initiatives, and rapid consumer channel expansion

In terms of local har•	 dware manufacturing, Bahrain does not have any significant presence 
– there are pockets of SMEs engaging in customized PC assembly.

The distributi•	 on and Allied Services Landscape comprises 

61. 0 to 65* key local firms distributing Computer systems in Bahrain

29 to2.  32* key local firms involved in Computer accessories & supplies

17 to3.  20*key local firms involved in Computer repairs & maintenance

Note: ** There is significant overlap in terms of players operating across the above segments

Larger (integrated) players including AlMoayyed, Bin Hindi Informatics, Kanoo IT, Fakhroo •	
IT, Zayani and Mazin also provide basic System Integration, Installation, Solutions and 
Support Services. Other key distributors / System Integrators include Computer World 
WLL, Business Land WLL, iMachines WLL, Hilal Computers, Mantech Computers, Advanti 
Advanced Technologies International, Bahrain Advanced Technology Company, Equinox 
Computers and Venus Computers WLL etc.
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IT Software

Software•	  is likely to witness an average growth of 10% y-o-y within the near term, on 
the back of spend on Enterprise Applications & Business Suite Software’s by Banking, 
Telecom and Government sectors.

The•	  market is estimated to have attained a value of BD 5.6 million in 2009, recording 
a growth of around 6% over 2008 - Enterprise applications account for around 30% of 
that spending, with the market for ERP applications currently far from saturated.

The •	 market has been forecasted to project a CAGR of around 10% between 2009 and 
2013 to reach an estimated size of BD 8.3 million (2013)

The Bahr•	 aini Software Market provides strong growth opportunities for Enterprise 
Applications (ERP, SAP modules, CRM). 

In Bahrain, oil and gas is the leading sector in terms of IT spend followed by Government 
and Telecom sectors. There lies opportunity for Bahraini IT firms to provide for the growing 
IT consumption in KSA. In terms of IT spend across hardware, software and services Saudi 
emerges as the leader in the region with total IT spend reaching BD 2 bn by 2013, attributed 
to the sheer size of the market.

There are over 40* key local firms** offering IT software & solutions in Bahrain encapsulating basic application 
development services, reselling, distribution, publishing and system integration services. The portfolio of Major 

software applications & solutions offered by these players include

Structural analysis & graphic software
AutoCAD
Accounting software, wireless software.
Enterprise content management software 
Business infrastructure software 
Banking software (credit automation corporate

   banking, treasury, payment transactions, risk
   management, governance, compliance) 

Real estate software
Shipping management software
Education & Training software 
Graphics, Multimedia & Publishing 
Security & Virus protection
Enterprise Management 
Hospital Management 

Wireless Net working 
Network Security 
Human Resource Management & Payroll 
IP Telephony 
Infrastructure
ERP, CRM
Time / Labor Management 
Fleet management 
Production / Contracting Management 
Restaurant Management 
Digital identification 
POS
Process Control

The Bahrain market is well represented by a number of software firms who distribute, resell and publish 
software solutions encompassing a wide portfolio of applications
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IT Services 

Bahrain’s IT services are estimated around BD 33 million (2009E), projected a y-o-y •	
growth of 10% over 2008. Of that total, 40% is expected to be support and maintenance, 
with System Integration being the second largest category, and managed services/
outsourcing at 20%.

The market has been forecasted to grow at a CAGR of 9% between 2009 and 2013 to •	
reach a size of BD 46 million in 2013. Most vendors in the region see an opportunity 
to expand the services portion of their revenues, as enterprises demand more from 
vendors and look to get more out of their IT investments.

With around two-thirds of SMEs in the region lacki•	 ng an IT manager, vendors are 
realigning focus towards competing through more direct investment in support and 
service infrastructure.

A paradigm shift towards high end IT services is further exemplified by Saudi, •	 where 
the market is shifting from basic product implementations to managed services, value-
add services, facilities management, hosting & disaster recovery and outsourcing;

According to a recent study, spending on IT services (Saudi), exceeded BD 331 ◊ 
million and is expected to grow at a rate of 13% over the next 5 years; driven 
primarily by government, banking, telecom (together these 3 sectors account for 
almost 50% of total IT service revenues)

While◊  still showing signs of development, the composition of the Saudi IT services 
market is set to change
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 Overview of Key Growth Drivers

IT Growth Drivers

The factors depicted are the key drivers enabling growth 
of segments pegged as high growth markets

Increased adoption of business 
suite application (ERP,SAP) to by 

small and medium sized businesses 
to improve productivity

Privatization and reform 
programs set by the 

government across a number 
of sectors likely to fuel spend 

on IT products / solutions

Increasing trend in IT spend by 
Telecom and Banking sectors

Convergence between 
Telecom and IT

Government e-initiatives led by the 
CIO with project like National ID 

Card, Enterprise Bus Project and 
Enterprise Architecture Project

Increased demand for 
sophisticated IT service – High 
end system integration, Hosted 

infrastructure. Managed 
Operations & Customized 
application development

 

Impetus from Government organizations is a key factor for ICT growth. There is significant 
from paper-based to a paperless system e.g.

Ministry of Works has planned asset management and document management application •	
rollouts 

The CIO has announced plans to base its entire infrastructure on Linux and plans to •	

source supplies from BBM (Bahrain Business Machines) 

The •	 eGovernment Authority (EGA) has a number of initiatives planned out - Enterprise 
Architecture Project , National Identity card Project, Enterprise Service Bus Project, 
Single Sign out Project
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 Summary of Market Gaps in the Industry

NOTE: Market gaps are defined in terms of underpenetrated segments and could potentially present 
opportunities for existing players / new entrants based on market feasibility and assessment.
 

This section will include a chart depicting the sub-sectors that are currently under-
penetrated or have market gaps. 

Basic IT Training 
providers

General packaged application 
providers (e.g MIS, inventory, 

Accounting packages)

Hardware 
distributorsBasic System 

Integrators

Hosted Infrastructure 
senices 3

Application development 
services (high end/niche) 1

Complex System 
Integration 1 (ERP, CRM, 

Portal)

Network Soloution & 
Support Services 2

IT Outsoursing & IT 
Enabled Transactional 

Services

IT consulting (niche) 5 Market gaps in terms of 
under penetration

No apparent gap

Market Gaps (absence of segment) 

Market gaps in terms of segment 
being virtually absent in Bahrain, 
however could potentially present 
opportunities for existing players / 
new entrants based on market 
feasibility and assessment

 Software Testing & Validation 
(Beta testing)

Software as a Service (SAAS) / 
Cloud Computing 

Business Intelligence Portal

High

Medium

Low

Market Potential (assessed in terms of expected growth rate )

Low                                     Medium                                        High   

Notes: 
 

There are virtually no local players in Bahrain with requisite, domain expertise and capabilities in Complex 1. 
System Integration (ERP, CRM, and Portal) as well as in high-end application development (particularly for 
government services); with such services being rendered by foreign companies on contractual basis (demand 
for local support is deemed to be high). 
Although the Bahraini IT landscape has presence across the Networking value chain across products, 2. 
solutions and support services, this area could invite more play from existing players and new entrants, 
especially in Network Security.
Currently, IT Enabled Outsourced Services industry has presence in Bahrain only in the form of basic contact 3. 
center operations, with potential for development of more value add transaction processing, research & 
analytics as well as knowledge outsourcing especially in context of Banking and Financial services support 
operation.
Market growth is largely being driven by Banks and Financial Services. In response to the strong demand area 4. 
for banks and some other sectors, Cisco recently established a new data centre in Bahrain to support the 
delivery of various services and technologies.
The need to rationalize IT expenditure, align IT with business objectives, meet regulatory requirements, choose 5. 
the right solution and the rise of eCommerce and new technologies such as SOA and virtualization are driving 
the IT consulting service market; further substantiated by demand for support services from IT global firms 
such as Microsoft, Oracle and SAP which already have a presence in Bahrain. 
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Key consideration for investors;

Although there are no regulatory / infrastructure bottlenecks apparent in the IT sector, •	
skill development through holistic training is required to develop local Bahraini firms to 
fill these gaps. 

General Disclaimer:

Market Gaps identified are primarily of 2 types:

Gaps in terms of sectors / sub-sectors that remain currently underpenetrated or 1. 
underserviced vis-à-vis market potential

Gaps in terms of sectors / sub-sectors which are virtually absent from the Bahraini 2. 
landscape and with respect to the sectoral value chain;  however could potentially 
exist, based on assessment of market feasibility and demand assessment

Any investment consideration within any of the highlighted sectors / segments within 
this report should be on the back of:

Comprehensive project feasibility analysis encompassing consideration of capital 1. 
outlay, cash flows, investment horizon, and expected returns

Consideration of key success factors and potential bottlenecks attributed to set up 2. 
and operations
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 Discussion on Market gaps

Online business intelligence portal domain •	

With increasing adoption of multimedia as a tool to reach out to consumers, coupled 1. 
with the prevalent low website penetration rate in the country (No. of websites / No. 
of Businesses); Portals are pegged as a high growth opportunity is the Software 
Value chain

According to Gartner, the Business Intelligence (BI platforms, analytic applications 2. 
and performance management software) market globally grew by a whopping 22% 
in 2009. 

Research firms including Basex and Forrester Research foresee portals as the 3. 
next critical step in enterprise IT strategy

Research shows that Data Mining, Query / Reporting, Analytics, Data Warehouse, 4. 
Data Management, Executive Dashboards and CRM are the key functionalities 
driving propensity for global investment in BI solutions by corporates

Financial Services, High5.  Tech, Insurance, Healthcare and Manufacturing are 
globally viewed as the top 5 sectors driving spend in BI tools

Despite6.  a well developed financial services sector, Bahrain currently does not 
have any local capabilities in online knowledge portal and business intelligence 
services. The BI portal market spells opportunities for pushing existing enterprise 
solutions such as Microsoft SharePoint as well as customized tools development 
and implementation by new age IT SMEs especially within the corporate portal 
segment. Customized BI tools for the vibrant Bahraini Banking & Financial sector 
as well as the sunrise Insurance sector offer potential. 
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Software Testing and Validation - •	 The recent initiatives such as ICT research & training 
as well @Bahrain have far reaching potential in developing Bahrain as a regional hub for 
software testing and validation

Currently, a nascent and undeveloped market segment in Bahrain, software testing and validation, 
could present a significant opportunity 

Bahrain is now undertaking a series of large-scale 
projects to try to establish itself as a regional hub 
for science and technology innovation 

In April 2009, it announced a project called 
@ Bahrain, which will consist of a technology 
research institute, a technology park and a 
'techtainment' centre offering interactive 
entertainment_ this contains more than one 
million square metres of business, 
entertainment and education facilities, and 
will promote investment in key technologies 
such as transport.

Bahrain has also announced the launch of a 
'higher education city', a regional hub for ICT 
research and training, and the first Intemet 
–based'e-University' for Asia and the Middle 
East.

Bahrain's initiatives of @Bahrain; 
ICT research and training 

itself in the R&D domain

downstream opportunities in Software 
Testing & Validation

regional hub for ICT software R&D

Bahrain could adopt a focused approach to develop 
a niche e.g. there is no presence in the region for 
testing and validation of graphics, multimedia and 
animation software**

The recent initiatives such as ICT research & training as well @Bahrain have far reaching 
potential in developing Bahrain as a regional hub for software testing and validation

IT System Integration:•	  The market domain offers opportunities for firms with end-to-end 
capabilities in customized application management, installation and post implementation 
service (sans Consulting as this is the domain of the larger enterprises namely Microsoft, 
SAP).
While the market has at least 11 to 13 key players with basic IT support and Software 
System Integration capabilities; it lacks players specialized in complex application suites 
such as ERP, Portal (e.g. Microsoft SharePoint), CRM (e.g. Microsoft Great Plane).
Key players in the IT support domain include Bin Hindi Informatics, Kanoo IT, Bahrain 
Business Machines; Computer World, Algosaibi, Computer Troubleshooters; Data 
Management Services, Etisalcom; Hilal Computers; Mars IT; Tektronics IT, NCS and Venus 
Computers etc. Even the large IT solution providers namely Microsoft, Oracle and SAP do 
not have strong local partners and work primarily on outsourced contracts with IT service 
firms / SIs based in India and across the region.
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IT Consulting -•	  Bahraini local home grown firms could also play a consulting support role 
to international players in preliminary assessment, diagnostics, health checks and subject 
matter expertise and support to global IT enterprises with a presence in Bahrain. 

IDC expects worldwide IT consulting to increase at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 
of 5.2% for the 2006-2010 forecast period, with slightly rising growth rates each year. 

The need to rationalize IT expenditure, align IT with business objectives, meet regulatory 
requirements, choose the right solution and the rise of e-Commerce and new technologies 
such as SOA and virtualization are driving the IT consulting service market.

Key players in the IT consulting domain in Bahrain include E&Y, KPMG, and BDO Jawad 
& Al Moayyed. There is potential room for atleast 1 – 2 integrated niche consulting firms 
offering specialized services especially in Network Consulting, IT Security Consulting, 
CRM and Application Consulting. This is further substantiated by the fact that the global 
firms with a presence in Bahrain’s IT arena do not have specialized consulting partners 
operating in the solutions support and services space.

Application Development -•	  Potential for new entrants Developers is within  opportunistic 
niche domains including:

Government services; especially on the back of a series of initiatives being undertaken 1. 
by the EGA (Enterprise Service Bus Project; Single Sign out Project; National ID 
card project) and Ministry of Works (Asset Management, Document Management 
application roll outs). These initiatives would require specific domain application skills 
in the areas of Service Oriented Architecture, Security / Authentication and Integration 
technology.

Non- transactional businesses, such as animation, multimedia and graphics. The 2. region 
lacks customized development firms in the non- transactional domain; Bahrain could 
look at developing itself as a potential hub for animation and multimedia products. 
Further, the market reflects evidence for entry of niche application developers in high 
growth segments such as Insurance e.g. Arima – the market for niche application 
development across industries such as Transport & Logistics and Manufacturing 
is relatively untapped. There are around 13 to 15 key local application development 
firms in Bahrain including AlMoayyed Group W.L.L.; Algosaibi Information Systems 
Company; Bahrain TradaNet WLL Business Land; CompuEx Computer Associates; 
Middle East Arabian Company for Specialty Projects; Digital Business Solutions WLL;  
Gemini Software Solutions; 01 Systems WLL; HiTech WLL and TCGME.
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IT Outsourcing Services: •	 while potential for Strategic Outsourcing remains limited; the 
market offers room for integrated Out-tasking and Managed Operations Capabilities.

Businesses in the Middle East are increasingly depending on outsourcing to remain competitive, in the wake of the 
current economic crisis. Many companies have identified outsourcing as a remedy to control increasing costs. A tool 
for flexible is projected to grow by 21 per cent, to reach a total of BD 189 million in 2009

Area of opportunity for 
firm with integrated 

capabilities Outsourcing
Limited scope / 

potential in Bahrain

Out-tasking Managed Operations Strategic Outsourcing 

Increased spend is likely to be reflected in managed services, information systems, software applications, and network and 
desktop management services.
According to industry leaders, the Bahrain market offers room for as least 1-2 firms with integrated outsourcing capabilities in 
Out-tasking and Managed Operations (currently a segment deemed to be virtually absent form the Bahrain IT services value chain) 

Outsourcing vendor provides the 
enterprise with key resources such as 
Database Administrators / System 
Administrators with in – built contract to 
replace resources in case of 
dissatisfaction with quality of service 
rendered 
Resource management, utilization and 
optimization is the domain responsibility 
of the enterprise 

The Outsourcing vendor takes over the 
day to day operations of the unit – puts in 
the required resources, systems and 
processes, however does not control the 
assets of the enterprise / unit

The outsourced vendor takes over the full 
charge of data, assets, building, systems 
and processes of the enterprise 

IT enabled Services•	

The Bahraini IT market has all the ingredients in place to leverage the Kingdom’s position as 
a regional hub for IT Enabled Services. Further, this involves transitioning from basic contact 
center operations to more knowledge based transaction queries, processing and outsourced 
research services within the Banking & Financial Services Domain. 

The vibrancy of the financial sector in Bahrain encourages the development of outsourcing e.g.  
Recently Euro net World Wide and Arab Financial Services (AFS), formed a JV called Euro-net 
Middle East (EME), to offer outsourcing capabilities to financial institutions across MENA.

The key advantages offered by Bahrain as a potential outsourcing industry are illustrated
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Bahrain IT 
Outsourcing 

Industry Strong broadband 
growth expected 

(over 24%)

Strong fit for local 
employment 

Pipeline of 
government projects – 

National Call Center 
project, Silah Gulf 

Focus sub-sector 
under Vision 2030

Strong footprint in 
Financial Services 

with strong talent pool

Relatively Low cost 
operating base 

within the region

Bilingual skills – 
Arabic & English

The dynamics in the industry are particularly favorable for contact centers, particularly on 
the back of market vibrancy within the GCC . The GCC contact center industry is expected to 
register a 7.4% growth rate from 2008 to 2013, with about 280 new installations by end 2013 
or about 56 new contact center installations per year. With contact center seats and agents 
projected to grow at a compounded average rate of 5.6% and 6.1% respectively, the industry 

will see additional 4,800 contact center seats and 5,900 agents between 2008 and 2013.
Aggregate operational spending by contact centers will also increase by approximately 8.1% 
annually to reach around BD 282 million by end of 2013, up from BD194 million in 2008. The 
governments, services, healthcare the telecom sectors will act as the engine for growth as 
these industries have remained relatively unaffected by the global downturn and will be more 
inclined to adopt innovative technology solutions.

Various drivers / factors inherent within Bahrain’s ICT landscape, provide a good context for 
the Kingdom to emerge as a regional Contact Center hub.
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Hosted Infrastructure Services •	

Current needs of the market for network / communication based disaster recovery and 
business continuity services are largely being served by existing players. One of the key 
drivers for hosted infrastructure is however emergent from the financial services sector. 
Further, banks have been mandated under Central Bank of Bahrain regulation to maintain 
provisions for Data Recovery. The BMA (Bahrain Monetary Agency) also requires that all 
financial institutions keep records in off-site storage and the recommendation that they 
utilize disaster recovery facilities. 

In response to the strong demand area for banks and manufacturing, Cisco recently 
established a new data centre in Bahrain to support the delivery of various services and 
technologies.

There is no Tier 4 certified Data Center in the region (The most stringent level of Disaster 
Recovery is a Tier 4 data center, which is designed to host mission critical computer 
systems, with fully redundant subsystems and compartmentalized security zones 
controlled by biometric access controls methods. Another consideration is the placement 
of the data center in a subterranean context, for data security as well as environmental 
considerations such as cooling requirements). The establishment of a Tier 4 Data Center 
is commensurate with a capital intensive investment.

Networking Infrastructure & Support Services -•	  Although the Bahraini IT landscape 
has presence across the Networking value chain across products, solutions and support 
services, this area could invite more play from existing players and new entrants; on 
the back of increasing requirements for businesses to become more ‘intra’ and ‘inter’ 
integrated; with substantial focus on Network Security. 

Overall there are at least 13 to 15 local key players operating in the Networking equipment 
space encompassing Networking solutions, Network Maintenance & Support Services 
and distribution of networking products. The Networking solutions segment comprises 
key players including Computer World, Advanti Advanced Technologies, Mars Information 
Technology, Tektronics Information Technologies and Algosaibi (Saudi company with 
subsidiary in Bahrain). Computer Trouble Shooters (CTS) is one of the key players in 
Network and Server Maintenance. Key distributors include HiTech, Al Moayyed, Jafmedia 
and Mantech Computers etc. 

Primary driver for growth (within the MENA region) is revenue from sales of telecoms 
mobile network infrastructure expected to grow well through to 2010. A combined 
compound annual growth rate of 12% for 2005 to 2010 is predicted, bringing the annual 
total to BD 3.2 billion. 
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With the increasing global requirements for businesses to become more integrated across 
units, locations and geographies, is pegged as another growth driver. The communication 
and technology infrastructure spending of new hotels alone in the GCC is forecasted to 
exceed BD 109 million by 2010. 

SAAS and Cloud Computing •	 - Software as a Service, although a nascent concept in the 
region and Bahrain; is witnessing increased adoption globally and presents an opportunity 
for local Bahraini software vendors to capitalize on, although initial adoption is likely to 
be relatively slow. The concept of SAAS (Software as a Service) and Cloud Computing is 
nascent across GCC.

Software◊  as a service is a model of software deployment whereby a provider 
licenses an application to customers for use as a service on demand 

SAAS software v◊ endors may host the application on their own web servers or 
download the application to the consumer device, disabling it after use or after 
the on-demand contract expires 

The on-demand f◊ unction may be handled internally to share licenses within a firm 
or by a third-party application service provider (ASP) sharing licenses between 
firms

The model eli◊ minates the need to install and run the application on the customer’s 
own computer, thereby alleviating the customer’s burden of additional costs for 
software maintenance, ongoing operation and support

There are strong global trends favoring adoption of SAAS. The Global ‘Software-as-a-
Service’ market is expected to hit BD 3.93 billion by 2009. By the end of 2009, 76% of U.S. 
organizations will use at least one SaaS-delivered application for business use.  

The percentage of U.S. firms which plan to spend at least 25% of their IT budgets on SaaS 
applications will increase from 23% in 2008 to nearly 45% in 2010. Asia Pacific’s SAAS 
market is expected to hit BD 828 million, with China’s market estimated at BD 63 million 
in 2012.

Within the region, select firms such as Raqmiyat’s  (a leading System integrator in the 
UAE) have already started making a foray into the ‘SaaS’ market, based on expectations 
that need for cutting back on expenses by regional SMBs will usher in increased adoption 
for SAAS solutions.
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TRANSPORT AND ALLIED SERVICES:
Snapshot of Potential Market Gaps

 Industry Overview

The transport sector consists of land transport, transport via pipelines, water transport, air 
transport, warehouse and support activities for transportation as well as postal and courier 
services. 

Bahrain has been at the heart of trading activities in the Middle East since 1824. With its 
strategic location and modern infrastructure, it is expected to continue to be the gateway to 
the economic powerhouses of the Middle East such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Iran.  

The transport & logistics industry is growing fast in response to the increasing demand from 
businesses. The government is addressing the demand by investing BD 7.7 billion to upgrade 
its logistics infrastructure, including a new bridge to Qatar, an airport expansion, a state of 

the art logistics zone (Bahrain Logistics Zone) and a larger port (Khalid Bin Salman). 
The sector is well-established, supported by a modern infrastructure base and critical to the 
country. It has witnessed strong recent growth between 2002 and 2008; with contribution to 
GDP growing at a CAGR of 8%, during this period. Logistics, a considerably large component 
of the Bahraini economy has a total size valued between 8 to 9% of the total retail value for 
all manufactured and distributed goods that flow into and out of Bahrain.

The following section comprises a brief snapshot of the Transport & Logistics sector in 
Bahrain. The snapshot encompasses the market dynamics, landscape and footprint of the 
sector as well as key market gaps prevalent implicitly / explicitly within the sector. These gaps 
provide the starting point for investment consideration. The main source of this information 
is Tamkeen’s Market Gap Study, conducted by global consulting firm, Dun & Bradstreet. 
Tamkeen is a semi-autonomous, yet independent authority which formulates strategic 
and operational plans to enhance the overall prosperity of Bahrain by investing in Bahraini 
employability, job creation and social support. The Market Gap report can be downloaded and 
accessed on Tamkeen’s website ( www.lf.com )
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 Landscape in Bahrain  

Bahrain compares relatively well to the rest of the GCC in terms of both freight transport 
and logistics performance. In freight transport only the UAE and Qatar received a higher 
business environment ranking than Bahrain. In logistics performance, Bahrain ranked second 
behind the UAE.  The transport and allied services industry is an integral part of the Bahraini 
economy. Performance of this industry determines the success of other industries including 
e-commerce, pharmaceuticals, duty free retail and downstream aluminum products. 
Transport and logistics is considered a priority sector within Vision 2030

The Central Informatics Organization of Bahrain, reports Transport and communications •	
together as one economic segment. The sector (Transport & Communications) has 
witnessed strong recent growth (around 14.28% in 2010 over 2009).

In 2008, the industry has been valued at around BD 823 million; it  contributed 2.4% to •	
the GDP and around 2.2% of the total employment

The Bahrain Integrated Transportation Strategy highlights projects like Bahrain •	
Monorail and the Bahrain-Qatar Friendship Bridge which are likely to enhance the 
country’s reputation of having a strong transport infrastructure

The country’s logistics ecosystem already has a presence of key players including DHL, •	
Aramex, GAC Express and TNT.

 

Bahrain’s Transport Infrastructure capabilities

Bahrain’s strategic location, advanced transport infrastructure and well-equipped warehouse 
facilities make it an ideal logistics hub.
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Port Infrastructure: Bahrain’s Mina Salman Port handles an average annual volume of 2.5 
million tons. The Kingdom’s Gateway facility at its new Khalifa bin Salman port has a 1 million 
TEU capacity. Sheikh Khalifa bin Salman Port is likely to promote marine transportation. Its 
capacity is four times bigger than that of the Mina Salman Port and is expected to serve as a 
trans-shipment hub for Upper Gulf and KSA. 

The Port was opened in April 2009 in order to replace the 
next biggest port, Mina Salman as main commercial Port. 
The Port promises to boost Bahrain’s container capacity 
from approximately 400,000 twenty-foot-equivalent units 
(TEUs) to 1.1 million TEUs in phase one of its development. 

Strategy for the Port:
Cater to the increase in domestic cargo volumes that 
Bahrain’s expanding economy is expected to attract

Serve as the trans-shipment hub for the northern Gulf: 
Bahrain aims to take advantage of its geographical 
position, nestled between Saudi Arabia’s east coast oil 
towns and the gas-rich country of Qatar, to establish itself 
as the gateway to the northern Gulf as far as Kuwait.      

The Port will allow mother ships from Europe, Asia and 
America to dock directly in Bahrain without having to 
unload and transfer cargo at other regional Ports.

The Khalifa Bin Salman (KBS) Port

The Port is located 5kms away 
from BIA and adjacent to the 
Bahrain Logistics Zone to 
provide the advantage of sea to 
air links (through BIA) and 
value-adding service providers 
(that BLZ is trying to attract)

BLZ

Future 1.5 km2

BLZ Expansion
Future Port 
Expansion

Direct
    Port
       Access

To Bahrain Customer Gate

BIIP

BIW

Power 
Station

Other 
Industries

Layout of the HIDD Industrial Area

The Port Ecosystem

KBS Port        1.1 million TEUs/year

BLZ
Value- adding logistics
Customer-Free 
warehousing for 
import/export

 Bahrain
 International
 Investment
Park

Light manufacturing 

Mixed used real 
estate park

 Bahrain
 Investment
Warf

Land Infrastructure: There are a number of land transport infrastructural developments 
taking place in Bahrain. The Bahrain Integrated Transportation Strategy highlights projects 
like Bahrain Monorail and the Bahrain-Qatar Friendship Bridge which are likely to enhance 
the country’s reputation of having a strong transport infrastructure.

Current Status of Land Transport Infrastructure 
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Specialized Zones: 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Border 

Qatar-Bahrain Causeway (future)

Shk Khalifa bin Salman Port 

Bahrain International Airport 

13 km

40 km 1 km

The combination of highly 
developed road, sea and air 
connection from BLZ provide 
significant opportunities for 
businesses wishing to deploy a 
multi-modal logistics strategy.   

BLZ

Bahrain Logistics Zone (BLZ) - The Bahrain Logistics Zone is the region’s first boutique logistics 
area focusing on re-exports and value-adding logistics activities, operated and regulated by 
GOSP. The Zone offers logistics organizations an unbeatable location for providing services 
to the growing economies of the Gulf region. As a boutique logistics area, it is dedicated 
to value-adding activities, catering for companies engaged in a variety of intensive logistics 
activities. It offers its tenants a range of services to match the requirements of modern 
logistics organizations, from streamlined customs processes to on-site company registration 
and visa application.

It is a custom-free logistics ‘park’ situated in the KBS Port with 475, 000 sq.m. of space 
to be leased to companies that specialize in focused logistics services (3rd party logistics, 
freight forwarding and warehousing). BLZ is particularly focused on attracting and value-
adding service companies  such as kitting and palletizing, labeling, testing and repair, 
deconsolidation and consolidation, weighing, mixing and filling, components assembly, 
packaging and repackaging. 
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Bahrain footprint in Transport

LAND 
TRANSPORTATION  

Ministry of 
Transportation 

No railway system 
currently 

1st phase of the monorail 
expected to start in 2010

Scomi Engineering (Responsible for Building of the 
entire mono-rail infrastructure and network)

3,498 kms of roads, of 
which 79%, are paved 

25-kms causeway link 
to Saudi Arabia

45 km causeway between 
Bahrain & Qatar to be 
ready by 2013

Buses provided by Cars Transport Corporation 
(operator)

Car rental services offered by number of 
international and local companies

Taxi and limo services operated by a number of 
private companies, such as Bahrain Limo, Speed 
Motors Radio Taxis, etc.

Crude oil: 56kms 
Petroleum products:16kms 
Natural gas: 32kms

BAPCO (Responsible for operation, 
maintainence and expansion) 

AIR 
TRANSPORTATION 

WATER 
TRANSPORTATION 

Civil Aviation 
Affairs, Ministry of 

Transportation 

Two Airports and 1 
Heliport  

Key Commercial 
Airport-Bahrain 
International Airport

Gulf Air (accounts for 
52% of overall aircraft 
movements) 

37 other airlines, 
including British 
Airways, Cathay Pacific, 
KLM and Lufthansa

Bahrain Airport 
Company (Operator)

Bahrain Airport 
Services (Integrated 
Player)

Bahrain Aviation 
Fuelling Company

REGULATOR INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSPORTATION 
SERVICE PROVIDERS

SUPPORT SERVICES 
PROVIDERS

General 
Organisation of 

Sea Ports 

Three Posts:

1. Khalifa Bin Salman 
Port (KBS)

2. Mina Salman Port 
(replaced by KBS 
port)

3. Mina Muharraq 
Port

Shipping companies, 
such as GAC Bahrain, 
Kanoo Shipping 
Agencies, Alsharif 
Group, United Arab 
Shipping Company

APM Terminals 
(Operator)

Svitzer (Towage and 
pilotage services) 

Arab shipbuilding 
and Repair Yard 
(Primarily Repairs) 

Bahrain Ship Repair 
and Engineering 
Company (Primarily 
Repairs) 

Rails

Roads 

Pipelines 
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Bahrain footprint in Logistics

BIA offers highly efficient air cargo facilitates, with an annual capacity of 200,000 tons. It's 
18,000 sq m Air Cargo Center provides a full range of cargo handling services, including 
trans-shipment arrangements, trucking customs clearance and special storage arrangements. 
Break bulk facilities are also available for consolidators and bonded warehousing for specialist 
companies.

Bahrain 
International 

Airport 

Bahrain Logistics 
Zone 

Gulf region's first boutique logistics area, focusing on re-export and value-adding logistics 
activities.
It offers customs-free warehousing for import/export.

First Bahrain has launched a warehousing complex at BIW (in Hidd Industrial Area), which will 
provide a cost-effective environment to meet the storage and logistics needs of SMEs in 
Bahrain. The complex will offer approximately 200 units for lease from 800 sq ft upwards. 
BIW has a 900,000 sq m area, which will accommodate various industries and offer a number of 
logistics solutions, such as warehousing and storage, cold stores, packaging, and 
re-distribution facilities. 

GAC Group operates a container freight station/bonded warehouse inside Mina Salman dry 
cargo port.

GAC Logistics, the freight forwarding and distribution arm of the GAC Group, specializes in a 
comprehensive range of supply chain and logistics solutions. These include air and sea freight, 
warehousing and distribution, door-to-door transportation, project logistics, international 
moving and courier services.  

Bahrain Investment 
Wharf (BIW)

Key Companies Offering Warehousing and Other Logistics Services

GAC Group  

CEVA Logistics

Infrastructure for Warehousing and Logistics Industry

First tenant of BLZ
Offers freight management and contract logistics services, supported by customs brokerage 
and value added services (kitting, co-packing, reverse logistics, etc.)
It has earmarked a 10,000 sq m warehouse at BLZ

DHL

TNT Express

Aramex

Gulf Warehousing & 
Distribution Centre

Offer express delivery and logistics solutions 
Offer supply chain management services, customs clearance, freight forwarding services and 
warehousing in Bahrain.

Strategically situated in the Mina Salman Industrial Area and this enables it to be readily 
available to potential markets in the Middle East 

Offers 35,600 sq m of storage space to its clients

Other services include: logistics consulting, project cargo handling, freight forwarding, 
container consolidation, customs clearance, air and sea freight, local transportation, 
international warehousing consulting services, distribution and co-packing
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Based on the upcoming developments and Bahrain’s overall capabilities, Bahrain’s standing 
among the GCC countries across leading logistics indices has been highlighted below; 

Global Indices                      UAE            KSA            Qatar          Oman         Kuwait      Bahrain

Logistics Performance Index, 
2010 (out of countries

Enabling Trade Index, 2010 
(out of 125 countries)

Trading Across Borders, 2010 
(out of 145 countries)

Global Competitiveness Report, 
2010* (out of 133 countries)

24     40     55     60       36        32

16     40     34      29       65        22

 5      23     41      123      109       32

 3     28     25      33       60        27

Bahrain compares relatively well to the rest of the world in logistics performance. The 
World Bank Logistics Performance Indicator (LPI) ranks Bahrain in the 36th place out of 150 
countries 

Within the GCC, Bahrain ranked second (after the UAE). According to the LPI, Bahrain’s 
best performing indicators were customs and the quality of transport and IT structure for 
logistics. 

The LPI indicates that Bahrain is well placed to establish itself as a regional transport and 
logistics hub, particularly for the Northern Gulf region. 

 Overview of Key Growth Drivers

Transport and Logistics 
Growth Drivers

The factors depicted are the key drivers enabling growth 
of segments pegged as high growth markets

Strategic location of Bahrain to 
serve as a trans-shipment hub for 

Noethern Gulf and a stop-over 
destination for airlines flying form 

East to West and vice versa

Growth in capability to 
handle marine cargo 

with the devlopment of 
the new port

Focus on making Bahrain a 
trans-shipment hub has 
increased thr need for 

value-adding service providers

Increased road haulage 
and cargo movement 

with the planned opening 
of the Qatar Causeway

Growing passenger traffic 
and the planned expansion 

of the airport - leading to an 
increasing need for more 
efficient airport services

High number of people movement 
from Saudi to Bahrain for leisure 

and for taking flight from BIA
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 Summary of Market Gaps in the Industry

NOTE: Market gaps are defined in terms of underpenetrated segments and could potentially present 
opportunities for existing players / new entrants based on market feasibility and assessment. 

The following illustration depicts sub-sectors that are currently under-penetrated or have 
market gaps.

Specialized Airport 
Support Services3

Direct Shipping Liners1

No apparent gap

Market gaps in terms of 
under penetration

Public Transport Buses5

Shipping  Support Services1

Air Cargo Carriers1

Transit Passenger 
Flights2

3PL plyaers1

Charter Air 
Services2,

Special-purpose Buses & 
Trucking Cos.

National Airlines Warehousing

Custom Brokers

Pipelines

High

Medium

Low

Market Potential (assessed in terms of expected growth rate )

Low                                     Medium                                        High   

The growth of 3PL players (especially in value-added services), air cargo carrier (similar to DHL)  and shipping 1. 
support services is on the back of focus to develop the Bahrain as a trans-shipment hub (development of 
new port, planned expansion of the airport, setting up of BLZ). Potential in shipping support services is in the 
niche bunker services (provided that these services are offered at competitive rates in line with international 
standards) 
Transit passenger flights to a number of high-yield destinations and charter air services is on account of the 2. 
potential of Bahrain to serve as a stop-over destination for people flying from East to West and vice versa
Lack of price and quality competitiveness in the aviation support services segment is leading to a demand for 3. 
specialized players
Demand for Specialized road transport services  viz. shuttle services (to and from Saudi) , airport / tourist 4. 
buses;  on the back of increased tourist movement in and out of Bahrain (particularly across Saudi)
Need to extend public transport network in order to encourage people to use public transport5. 
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General Disclaimer:

Market Gaps identified are primarily of 2 types:

Gaps in terms of sectors / sub-sectors that remain currently underpenetrated or 1. 
underserviced vis-à-vis market potential

Gaps in terms of sectors / sub-sectors which are virtually absent from the Bahraini 2. 
landscape and with respect to the sectoral value chain;  however could potentially 
exist, based on assessment of market feasibility and demand assessment

Any investment consideration within any of the highlighted sectors / segments within 
this report should be on the back of:

Comprehensive project feasibility analysis encompassing consideration of capital 1. 
outlay, cash flows, investment horizon, and expected returns

Consideration of key success factors and potential bottlenecks attributed to set up 2. 
and operations
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 Discussion on Market Gaps in the Industry 

Air Transport

Charter Air Services:•	  Gaps exist in both the Holiday Charters and Business Charter/
General Aviation Charter Services sub-segments.

An opportunity exists to increase the number of holiday charter airlines from Europe 
which fly out to far eastern destinations. With improvements in the capacity of the airport, 
Bahrain can attract more holiday charter airlines and gain revenues from fueling, catering 
and duty-free sales. There is also an opportunity in the business charter/general aviation 
charter services sub-segment. While there are few licensed charter operators in Bahrain, 
3-4 more players could be accommodated in this sub-segment. Given the limited scope 
of the Bahraini market, additional players could use Bahrain as home-base and serve the 
business/MICE passengers of the region. 

Currently there is one charter airline each from Holland, 
Germany, UK, etc. coming into Bahrain as a transit stop and 
going onwards to Colombo, Goa, Phuket, Maldives, etc.

These charter airlines bring in revenues from fuelling, 
catering and duty free

There is an opportunity in the near future to bring in more 
holiday charter airlines from UK, France, Belgium, Germany, 
etc. flying into the far-east routes

There are a few licensed players such as Mena Aerospace 
(Jet Charters), which operate charter flights

However, there is scope in this segment for 3-4 players to be 
based in Bahrain, while serving the region (flying 
business/MICE passengers from Abu Dhabi, Kuwait, Dubai, 
etc.) 

Holiday Charters

Business 
Charter/General 
Aviation Charter 
Services

Charter Air 
services

Note: The current state of infrastructure at the airport will have to be developed as a pre-
requisite to accommodate more charter airlines coming in and going out of Bahrain.
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Transit Passenger Flights:•	  Bahrain can also increase the number of transit passenger 
flights that come into the country. The Kingdom is currently planning on adding 1-2 major 
carriers per year over the next 5 years.  With the expansion of the airport, the Kingdom 
can increase the number of transit passenger flights and gain revenues from fueling, 
catering and duty-free sales. 

The airport has recently been connected with the US and is very well 
connected with Europe

However, there is still need to expand network connections into the following 
high yield regions:

It is planned that 1-2 
major carriers per year 
over the next 5-6 years 
will be brought into 
Bahrain

Passenger Airlines 

A•	 ir Cargo Services: There is an opportunity for an additional player in this segment. DHL 
currently has its Middle East headquarters in Bahrain. Given the numerous developments 
in Kingdom such as the investment park, the investment wharf and the financial harbor, 
there is an opportunity for an additional player, like DHL, to establish operations based on 
the hub and scope model in Bahrain. 

With focus on making Bahrain a trans-shipment hub, the air links to move 
cargo to the ROW will have to be strengthened. CAA is working to gets cargo 
flights from Germany, Spain and to a lesser extent from China and the Far 
Eastern markets

DHL has its Middle East headquarters in Bahrain. It operates on a hub and 
spoke model with its regional distribution center based at the airport. 

With increasing local 
developments in Bahrain 
(Bahrain Investment Park, 
Bahrain Investment Wharf, 
Financial Harbor etc.) as 
well as regional 
developments in Saudi and 
the Eastern Province,
There is scope for another 
player (similar to DHL) to 
establish operations based 
on the hub and spoke 
model.

Cargo Airlines
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Water Transport 

Shipping Support Services:•	   A gap exists in the bunker services sub-segment. 
Bahrain can make bunkering cost comparable to international levels; it can effectively 
compete with Fujairah, which is currently considered the hub for bunkering services 
in the GCC.

Land Transport

Public Transport Buses:•	  There is a gap in the segment due to a lack of regulation. 
The lack of regulation has resulted in private bus operators providing public transport 
and adopting malpractices. Currently CARS, a UAE-based private company has been 
contracted to operate public bus transport in Bahrain.  If the service offerings of 
private players are regulated, there is the scope for the addition of 50 more buses in 
the Kingdom. 

Specialized Road Transport Services:•	  Current gaps in this segment exist in both the 
shuttle buses and tourist buses sub-segments. The key gap in land transportation 
services is in shuttle bus services between Bahrain and Saudi as well as specialized 
airport and tourist shuttle buses.

There are no tourist buses / local guided tour bus companies in Bahrain (e.g. the Big Bus 
Tour in Dubai) covering key attractions. However, this stems largely from gaps in inbound 
tourism and the lack of inbound / mini tour operators

Gaps/Opportunities in Land Transport

Shuttle buses 

Tourist Buses

There is a strong movement of Saudi tourists coming via the causeway into Bahrain

offer Shuttle transit services between Saudi and Bahrain 

is likely room for at least 2-3 operators offering transit shuttle services between Saudi 
and Bahrain.

shuttle services between the airport and key nodal points in Bahrain for shuttling and 
ferrying airport passengers 
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There is a strong movement of Saudi tourists coming into Bahrain via the causeway. 
However, there are currently only a few operators of shuttle buses between Bahrain 
and Saudi and Arabia. Given the existing demand and the expected increase in demand 
from the Bahrain-Qatar causeway, there is room for 2-3 additional shuttle bus service 
operators in the Kingdom. 

There are currently no tourist buses or local guided tour bus companies which cover key 
attractions in Bahrain. This gap stems largely from gaps in inbound tourism and the lack 
of inbound / mini tour operators.

Other Market Gaps 

Warehousing:•	  A niche gap and potential opportunity lies in bonded warehousing for 
the oil and gas industry with particular focus to serve the Saudi Market. There is no 
free zone in Saudi. Opportunities exist if Bahrain can create bonded warehousing 
facilities to serve the Saudi market by supplementing Jebel Ali facilities (MNCs from 
Jebel Ali attracted to set up satellite offices/facilities in Bahrain).

Customs Brokers:•	  The current gap in this segment is the absence of sophisticated 
customs clearing brokerage houses with integrated operations. 

Bahrain currently has an unorganized custom broker industry with around 200-300 
customs brokers. The brokers tend to be individuals, not businesses, who do not 
have the right skills to sufficiently support the shipping industry. Individual brokers 

will also struggle if the customs clearance procedure is digitized.  
Sophisticated customs clearing brokerage houses, with skilled manpower and 
proper computing and communicating capabilities, can reduce the inefficiency in the 
customs broker industry. 
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MRO Companies:•	  A market gap currently exists in the MRO sub-segment. There are 
currently no maintenance, repair and overhaul companies in Bahrain.  

BAC plans to attract 2-3 specialized players in the MRO sub-segment once the airport 
infrastructure is developed. There is the opportunity for MRO companies to be based 
out of Bahrain and cater to the region. To attract specialized players the Kingdom 
would first have ensure it could provide the required pool of skilled workers for this 
industry. 

There are no maintenance, repair and overhaul companies (MROs) in Bahrain. It is part of BAC’s plan to 
attract at least 2-3 specialized players in this segment, once the airport infrastructure has been developed

Status of MRO* in Bahrain Status of MRO in the Middle East Opportunity for MRO in Bahrain

* MRO - Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul Company.

Note: The current state of infrastructure at the airport will have to be developed as a pre-
requisite to accommodate and support MROs in setting base 

Maritime Training:•	  There is also a market gap in a related segment, maritime 
training. There is a shortage of trained workers in the maritime industry and there is 
currently no maritime training institute. Expats constitute a majority of the maritime 
workforce in Bahrain. 

There is an opportunity for the Kingdom to establish itself as the center of excellence 
for maritime training since most of the countries in the Middle East are encountering 
manpower shortages in the shipping industry. 
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